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ABSTRACT
The reports presents an extensive analysis of the RCS determination for several types of
multiscaterers targets. Two different indoor measurement ranges has been used. The first range is
the Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) which creates far field conditions in relative short
distances. The second range used is the near-field range. In this case the target is illuminated by a
spherical wave, giving considerable phase deviations across it in two directions. In this second
case an algorithmic procedure is used to compensate the effects of the non planar wave. All the
measurements in near field are corrected with this algorithm to obtain the same result than in far
field illumination.
Basic theory about Radar Cross Section (RCS) is given in chapter two. Some practical problems
derived from the devices used in the measurements are described in the same chapter, and an
example of measured data files processing using a bar as a reference is given as well. Furthermore,
the analysis of those muIti-scatterers targets begins with the theoretical and practical treatment
using both kind of ranges. The comparison between the far field and corrected near field
measurement will give a complete idea of their behavior, the problems in the extrapolation process
and possible consequences in the use of these kind of targets for identification purposes. Some
contributions on the RCS of these targets with multiple interactions can not be corrected properly.
Three targets are used, three aligned spheres, three aligned small dihedrals and the large comer
reflectors with different angle apertures. The different behavior in the scattered field and different
results suggests that some unwanted effects can be avoided by changing the structure of the
target. The effect of building up a total corrected pattern by adding the different contributions
corrected separately is also discussed. Some theoretical calculations using G.O. to method are
given in chapter 2 and chapter 3. The G.O. method is used to describe the monostatic and bistatic
components on the different angled comer reflectors measured in far field and near field. The
results show good agreement with the real measurements.
Measuring under spherical wave conditions has some implications in the procedure on the Inverse
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging. These implications are discussed in chapter 4. All the
measured targets are imaged, in far field, near field and corrected near field. The failure of the
correction process is described on the resulting images and a complete description of imaging gate
is given as well.
The imaging gate is a computed procedure to isolate a part of a certain image to study its effect on
the global result. The effects of the correction process on the different RCS contributions in the
ISAR Imaging are analyzed after using Image Gating on our measurements.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

In the Radar Cross Section (RCS) measurement the scattering pattern of an object does not only
depend on the illuminating field but also on the target characteristics. The RCS measurement
require plane wave illumination and the target situated at far field distance. In outdoor
measurements the far field conditions will be met by separating the target and the radar at a long
distance. But in this kind of measurements weather disturbances and atmospheric effects make
necessary to provide the system with environments to reduce these unwanted effects.
Indoor measurements provide a control on this kind of interferences, and more accurate results
are obtained, but the size of the targets are limited to the size of the anechoic chamber used for the
measurements. To provide the far field conditions Compact Ranges are used, but several effects
cause deviations in amplitude and phase of the uniform plane wave. This deviations cause errors
in the measured RCS. In last years the measurement ofRCS with the target in near zone (wave
with spherical curvature) heve been developed. Advantages in price and the possibility to use
smaller chambers for measurements have increased the interest for this kind of ranges. The phase
and amplitude deviations are greater using near field ranges and the resulting data are far from the
desired RCS pattern. Procedures to compensate the errors caused by the nonplanar illumination
can be used to extrapolate the near zone RCS patterns to RCS pattern which have apparently been
measured in far field. These algorithms can also be used to improve the far field measurements if
minor phase deviations are generated in the plane wave.
The correction process has been extensively developed in [11] on one dimensional targets with no
interactions between the scattering point which form the target. But the same algorithm applied to
targets consisting on several interacting points does not provide correct results. Several multiinteracting targets have been analyzed in order to extend the extrapolating algorithm to new kind
of targets. The RCS patterns of common everyday targets like airplanes, automobiles and sailboats
are obviously more complicated than our simple objects discussed in our work, but these complex
targets are the combination of multiple simple targets, normally with a lot of interactions. The
extension of our analysis with simple targets to the real live object can be done once all the
problems involving the correction process of multi scattering targets are defined.
Various contributions in scattering mechanism of dihedral reflectors have been analyzed in detail.
The dihedral corner reflector represents the class of targets with multi bounce effect, and it is
extensively used in radar applications due to its large response, for instance in easy detection of
boats or calibration purposes.
The Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging used in real target identifications has also
been analyzed in the last chapter in order to describe the effect of the failure in the correction
process in targets with multiple interactions.

Chapter 2

RADAR CROSS SECTION. FAR FIELD SCATTERING
In this chapter a general introduction to the RCS and a general outline of the techniques used in
the near field and far field RCS measurements is given. All the measurements need an aditional
process to clean them from unwanted signals that disturb the response from the target. The
sequence of a complete process applied on a bar measurement as an example is given, in order to
explain what has been done with the other measurements to obtain them in the most pure state. A
theoretical outline of the extrapolation process is also presented and applied to the far-field
measurements to correct the small deviations in amplitude and phase in the plane wave. Targets
composed by reflecting points which interact between them present difficulties in the correction
process. A description of the problem is given in section 2.5 and far-field measurements of
different targets with multi-interactions are presented in the last part of the chapter. The structure,
configuration and response of these targets are extensively described. Theoretical and practical
analysis of the most important multi-interaction target, the dihedral reflector, is presented as well.

2.1 RADAR CROSS SECTION
In radar technology, the quantity that describes the scattering of an object is called the Radar
Cross Section (RCS) [9]. It denotes the effective area (m 2) of the reflective parts of a target. It
depends on the wavelength, the shape of the object, the material the object consist of, the
polarization used and the angle from which the object is observed. Usually the RCS is expressed
in decibels (dBsm) with respect to the RCS of a sphere with a projected area of 1 m 2 (0 dBsm).
The RCS of targets is obtained from the distance to the target and the ratio of the power of the
scattered field and the incident field. Because of the strong dependence on the observation angle,
it is mostly defined as function of the azimuth angle 8 and the elevation angle <1>. Following the
official IEEE definition ofRCS found in [15], the RCS is described as: "measure of reflective
strength of a target defined as 4n times the ratio of the power per unit solid angle scattered in a
specified direction to the power per unit area in a plane wave incident on the scatterer from a
specified direction. More precisely, it is the limit of that ratio as the distance from the scatterer to
the point where the scatterer power is measured approaches infinity" expressed in equation (1):

(1)
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in which £] represents the incident electric field component, £s the reflected field and r the
distance to a reference point on the reflecting object. In case of monostatic radar, £1 represents a

e

plane wave that is incident from a direction specified by the angles and <p. This formal
definition implies, by assuming an infinite range r, an incident plane wave at the target while
simultaneously, the receiver is assumed to be located in the far field of the target (R>2d 2 fA).
In case of target sizes that are much larger than the step size on the range axis, contributions of
different parts of the target can be separated. All these target parts have a reflectivity level which
can be expressed as ReS level. The total target ReS is found by adding all contributions. Taking
into account the phase terms caused by the difference in path length. When N scattering centers
are present and the ReS of the i 'h scattering center at range location ~ is equal to ai' the total
target Res can be written as:

Another way to explain what is the ReS is as follows [10] :
When an object is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave coming from a radar transmitting
antenna, the incident energy is scattered in all directions. The basic radar equation (2) relates the
transmitted radar power to the scattered and received power:

(2)

where P r = received power
P t = transmitted power
G t = gain of transmitting antenna
R
separation between radar and target
G r gain of receiving antenna
A = wavelength used
cr = radar scattering cross section
The power density incident on the target due to the radiation from the transmitter is characterized
by the first term, while the third term describes the amount of power captured by the receiving
antenna. The second term represents the redirected power in the direction of the receiving
antenna. In this basic equation, cr represents the radar cross section of the target and it can be seen
as a measure of the ability of a target to scatter electromagnetic energy in a given direction.
When the transmitter antenna is also used as the receiving antenna, the determined ReS is called
monostatic. Ifboth, a transmitting and receiving antenna adjacent to each other are used, then the
4

pseudomonostatic RCS is determined. Bistatic RCS is measured when the transmitter and the
receiver are clearly located at different positions.In our work we will be only interested in
(pseudo)monostatic RCS, as often in the practice. Complete information ofRCS theory is found in
[7].

Near field Radar Cross Section
We have seen that in the formal determination of the radar cross section, was assumed that far
field is used to illuminate the target. In the most of the indoor practical research, and in many real
situations (airports, radar detection, etc.) the RCS determinations are linked to the far field
conditions. Using far field in indoor experiments (in anechoic chambers) will provide us the same
results than in real conditions. But on the other side, using near-field condition will give us
erroneous RCS, which can provide afterwards wrong images of the object. The technology used
to simulate far field conditions in small rooms is usually very expensive.
i

Improving the techniques in the near-field measurements will allow to restructure the costs of
material in the laboratories. Calculations ofRCS in near field conditions could be interesting for
several reasons:
- To reduce the cost of the research, using near-field techniques, which usually are cheaper than
the far field techniques. Application of the transformation theory should be necessary to
extrapolate the near-field data into a apparently measured far-field RCS.
- The rooms needed in this measurements usually can be smaller.
- To find the phase deviations across the targets due to the non-infinite separation [11].

- To find the resulting errors in the RCS when near-field is used.

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF FAR FIELD AND NEAR FIELD TECHNIQUES
Near field ranges
Since far field ranges often do not satisfy the stringent accuracy requirements on radar
measurements, different, more sophisticated measurement techniques have been developed in
order to improve the results using near-field measurements [12]. One of these developments is the
near field range. These ranges usually operate indoors but outdoors ranges are also being used.
In this method the near field RCS of the target is measured using a single probe antenna, see figure
2.1. This probe antenna can be moved in basically three ways: spherical, cylindrical or planar.

5

Figure 2.1 : Near field ranges cylindrical (left), spherical (center) and planar (right).

Then, from the near field ReS, the far field ReS pattern is calculated analytically. Such techniques
are well established and give excellent far-field predictions but large measurement times and
extensive data processing are often required. The prediction and extrapolation techniques will be
described is posterior sections of the report.
The technique used in our near-field measurements is the cylindrical rotation, in only one plane,
because the two dimensional ReS is calculated, and the correction techniques only apply in two
dimensional problems as well. The effect of the circular rotation of the probe has been simulated
by rotating the target a certain number of degrees respect one vertical axis.

The near field ranges offer the advantages of indoor measurements, a controlled environment
which can be improved for reflections etc .. It must be noted that constructions needed to perform
accurate near-field measurements are often mechanically very complex and can be difficult and in
some cases expensive to realize.
A disadvantage of the near-field range is the complicated calibration. An alternative to the nearfield to far-field transformation method is the plane wave synthesis method [2], see figure 2.2.

-@
synthesized
test zone

Figure 2.2: Principle and implementation of the plane wave synthesis.
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Its principle is the generation of a plane wave by combining the radiation patterns of a number of
source antennas, usually a phased array. By introducing the concept of a synthesized aperture, a
single probe can be used which is moved around the target. The RCS of the target is then
calculated by summing the received probe responses multiplied by appropriate weighing factors.
Again, large measurement times and extensive data processing is needed. The disadvantages
mentioned by the near-field to far field transformation method also apply to the plane wave
synthesis method.

Compact ranges
Far field conditions, which are necessary to conduct RCS and antenna measurements, can be
created indoors by using a reflector, a combination of reflectors or a lens. This is the Compact
Antenna Test Range (CATR) method. Compact ranges are based on the transformation ofa
spherical wave generated at the feed, to a pseudo plane wave in the test zone using a reflector
system, see figure 2.3

plane wave

feed

Figure 2.3 : Illustration of the parabolic collimating system.
The most commonly used system are the single reflector system with one reflector, parabolically
curved around a rotational axis, and the dual reflector system with two reflectors curved in one
direction only, see figure 2.4.

feel!

plane wave
Figure 2.4: Dual reflector system with two reflectors.
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The antenna is placed in the test zone and measurements under far-field conditions can be
performed directly. The CATR is usually located in a anechoic chamber. The test zone field is
however not the desired perfect plane wave, disturbing effects in the CATR cause some minor
imperfections. One contribution to this imperfection is of course the finite reflector size.
Environmental modifications can improve measurements accuracy in a CATR, but this
improvement is limited because extraneous fields can not always be completely removed or
suppressed even when the field sources are known.
The advantatges of CATR are:
•
•

The controlled and stable envirroment.
High security control.

A disadvantage, the physical limitation in test-zone size and therefore the limitation in test antenna
diameter or target size.
At the Eindhoven University of Technology a CATR with two cylindrical paraboloids is available.
This CATR has been used in all our work, to conduct the measurements where far field was
required.

An extensive description of compact ranges, ranges, types, limitations, etc. is given in [1].

Absolute ReS calibration:
The absolute RCS calibration has to be done in order to express the RCS measurement in absolute
dBsm-values. For the calibration, the RCS ofa well known target will be measured, usually a
sphere. By comparing the theoretical RCS of a sphere with the measured RCS of the sphere the
device will be able to correct all the measurements done after the calibration. For every frequency,
the difference between the real and theoretical RCS of the sphere will be used to correct all the
measurements with another targets. The calibration procedure is essential to determine the correct
absolute RCS value in dBsm.
Another purpose of the calibration is the correction of systematic errors from the measured data
[13]:
•

Leakage and empty room effects: signals which are received in parallel with the test target
when no target is present.

•

Range-target reflections: all signals which are received in parallel with the target and which are
function of the target shape and target aspect angle, like multipath returns from the target,
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shading of the back wall of the range by the target, and interactions of the target with the
target support.
Frequency response: RF instrumentation transmission characteristics after and including the
reference signal directional coupler and the impedance mismatches between components, resulting
in reflections.

2.3. I-D TARGETS VERSUS 2-D TARGETS RCS (CORNER REFLECTORS)

The scattered field of a straight bar or cylinder, when placed in a nonuniform field can be
described by expression (3):
Ll2

Sea) =

JE(x)e2}kxsinadx

(3)

-Ll2

where:
x=cross range coordinate
a,=aspect angle
A.=wavelength used
k=21t1 A.
E(x) is the complex function describing the non uniformity of the illuminating field and the target
characteristics.
The illuminating field is assumed to be independent of the aspect angle. The inverse transform of
this Fourier relationship will give us the expression (4) of this illuminating field:

J
CX)

E(x) = 21f S(u)e-jUXdu

(4)

where u=2ksina,
These formulas only apply when one dimensional target is used, as in this case, with a bar.
In [10] an extensive research with one dimensional targets is presented. One dimensional targets
were used to develop the techniques of the ReS measurements, their correction when near field is
used, and an extension to 2-d targets modeled as a group of point sources is presented as well.
But the real problem was to find out what would happen if those techniques were applied to two
dimensional targets, complicated targets not modeled as a group of point sources.
In order to extrapolate all the techniques to two dimensional figures it was chosen a large comer
reflector to do that experimental research. Using the same techniques and the same software and
taking as a point of departure [10] in this work we will try to process the comer measurements to
see if they can be as well treated as the one-dimensional targets.

9

The dihedral corner reflector was chosen because it gives many of the scattering mechanisms of
more complex bodies:
•
•
•

specular reflections from singly reflected fields
double and triply reflected fields
first, second and third order diffracted fields

All these effects make the corner reflector really interesting to extrapolate all the ideas ofRCS
and their correction techniques of one dimensional object to more complicated targets which
present additional effects. Can those techniques can be applied, or just the errors derived from the
application of such techniques to that complicated objects have to be modeled?

2.4 THE CORRECTION TECHNIQUE FOR RCS MEASUREMENTS:
We have seen that RCS measurements and measurements of the directive properties of antennas
require the target or antenna to be illuminated by a uniform plane wave. Some unwanted effects,
for instance direct radiation from the feed and multiple reflections, may degrade the purity of the
field in the test zone. The differences between the illuminating field used and a perfect planar wave
will generate errors in the measured data.
A data-processing method which takes into account the amplitude and phase distribution of the
illuminating field can be applied to correct those errors in the incident wave, and consequently in
the RCS. This method can also be applied to transform a spherical wave in plane wave, that is, to
extrapolate a near field RCS measurement to a far-field RCS measurement.

An RCS application of the correction method for antenna measurements in a non-planar wave
environment has been described in [14LFrom [15] we get a short outline of the correction
technique.
We saw that it was possible to calculate the test zone field from an RCS measurement of a bar by
simply performing the Fourier Transform :

J
00

E(x) =27r S(u)e-juxdu

(5)

-00

This result in the following correction scheme:
m=M

(6)

p(u}= 'LqmPcr(u-um)
m=-M

where Pcr(u) the measured RCS response and p(u) is the corrected response. The correction
coefficients qm can be calculated as follows :
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(7)

The corrected ReS is thus found by summing the values of the measured response, multiplied by
the corresponding Fourier coefficients of a function which is inversely proportional to the square
of the distribution of the illuminating field over the target.
This correction algorithm can be seen as a convolution between the set of coefficients calculated
mathematically from a measured data (a reference target, usually a bar used only to calculate
correction coefficients) and the measured ReS of the target that has to be corrected.
This correction process is limited to a single plane in the test zone, that is only one dimension is
considered, and it is only valid in a limited angular sector. In [11] is given a complete
mathematical development of the correction method.
The application of this method will be very important in our work because it will allow us to get
the far field ReS from the near field measurements.

2.5 SYSTEMATIC PROCEEDING WITH THE MEASUREMENTS
First of all it will be really useful to give an idea of how the measurements have to be processed.
To process all the measurements carried out in the laboratory it was used the software package
ARCS, from March Microwave System B.V.
The measurements carried out in the anechoic chamber are expected to be almost perfect, but
usually is not like this. The anechoic chamber pretends to be a perfect absorbent room, but there
are unwanted effects that can disturb our measurements. The material that covers the wall is not a
perfect absorbent, and there are a lot of things in the chamber that can give interactions with the
target, for instance the styrofoam, the two mirrors of the compact range, some movement in the
chamber, copolarization of the two horns in near field (we will measure pseudomonostatic RCS
with the transmitter and receiver adjacent to each other ).
Now a description of two ways to remove almost all the unwanted signals will be given. First the
empty room subtraction will be discussed.

2.5.1 EMPTY ROOM SUBTRACTION
The effect of the empty room is important, the measurements are really affected for the different
reflections in all the walls of the room. The attenuation of the material that covers the room is
between 30 and 40 dB, but still not enough to remove completely all the reflections. Other factors
like the reflection on the Styrofoam or unwanted reflections on the mirrors of the compact range
also belong to the empty room effect. By subtracting the empty room RCS to our measured target
RCS we will get a better and purer pattern. The method is as follows: before the target
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measurement, the room without target is measured, and then a mathematical subtraction in
amplitude and phase of both ReS is done, using the software mentioned above.

Some notes about the appropriate use of the empty room subtraction
The measurements of empty rooms have to be done immediately after the target measurement in
order to receive the same conditions involved in the target measurement. For every target
measurement will be done a new empty room measurement. If the time between the measurement
of the target and the empty room was quite long, the subtraction would induce some errors,
because the conditions of the chamber has changed in that period of time.
The subtraction not always has the same effect. We should two cases:
•
.!

1: targets with high level pattern, for example a bar:
2: targets with low level pattern, for example a 3cm diameter sphere.

First, the level of the empty room measurement is not very high. The difference between the level
of a bar measurement and the empty room measurement is big, and the effect of the subtraction
will not be very important in terms of energy level. In figure 2.5 an illustration of a bar measured
response and the posterior empty room measurement are depicted. The peak in the empty room
subtraction centered in O· corresponds to the styrofoam reflection. The difference oflevel
between both measurements is around 20 dB, even more around azimuth O· (40 dB). It can be
seen in figure 2.6 that the bar Res after the subtraction is almost the same than before the
subtraction.
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Second, if the level of energy that one target reflects is low, then the target measurement level
and the empty room level are close is the most of the cases. The three spheres used as a target in
our measurements presents a pattern with low level. In figure 2.7 it is shown the measurement of
the 3 spheres and the empty room measurement. The levels are quite close and the effect of the
subtraction in this target will be more clear than in the case of the bar, (see the differences in
figure 2.8).
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2.5.2 GATE IN TIME DOMAIN
The effect of the empty room is not the only one that affects to the measurement. There are a lot
of unwanted signals added to the signal coming from the target, the most of them are impossible
to determinate their origin, and the reasons of that "impurities" can be diverse, even the effect of a
very small insect can be noticed for the system (see [1]).
The only way to remove all the non identifiable unwanted signals is to perform a gate.
The method is as follows:
Fourier

F(a,f) => F(a,t)
Where
a.: angle of rotation
f: frequency
t: time
.
dd
.
· b
t he re1atIon etween time an own range IS

: C

downrange
= ---t--

just because the down range is the direction of propagation of the wave.
where c: speed of the waves (light speed).
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The RCS is a function of the rotation angle and the frequency. By applying a Fourier
transformation in the dimension of the frequency we will get the time domain function, which will
be represented as a function of ex: and down range. The gate will be performed in time domain, that
is, in down range, and the result will be transformed again to get the gated RCS. In figure 2.9 the
time domain graphic of the bar measurement is illustrated. The signal coming from the bar is the
one which is formed by two crossed lines with a pick in the center. That signal ranges from -0.35
to 0.35 m in down range. In figure 2.10 the illustration shows the time domain of the same bar,
but gated between ± 0.35m. It can be noticed that almost all the unwanted signal has disappeared,
and only the signal coming from the real measurement keeps there.
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Figure 2.9: Time domain (function of down range and azimuth) ofthe bar measurement in H-H
polarization (with empty room subtraction), and zone where the gate will be performed to take in
only the important signal.

Figure 2.10: Time domain of the same bar measurement with a gate between ±O.35 rn, centered in
the origin.
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In all the measurements there is a minimum gate width which can be applied. Gates smaller than
the minimum cannot be performed, otherwise part of the main signal could be lost. The length of
the minimum gate deepens on the target, and the span of this minimum gate corresponds with the
maximum down range span that the target gets in its rotation. See in figure 2.11 the minimum
gate for the 1 m bar as an example. If the maximum rotation in the measurement is ± 45 degrees
the maximum span on down range will be 0.35 x2m, and this is the minimum gate allowed to
avoid to loose any signal coming from the bar.

O.35m

cross range

Figure 2.11: Minimum gate width for the 1m bar.

Effects of different gates on the measurement:
The application of gates often is quite arbitrary. It has to remove as much unwanted signal as
possible, but when the gate must be performed there is not a rule to decide if the gate has to have
one cm more or less. In this point it is tried to give a good reason of why in our measurements
were taken a certain size of gates and not another.
The theoretical minimum gate for a 1.5m bar is 0.5303m. But there is almost no difference
between the measurement gated between ± 0.75m, ± O.3m or ± 1m in an span angle of ± 150 .
For this span angle the problems will begin with gates narrower than 0.2m.
The correction process only applies in limited angular ranges, that is why we have fixed this
example between ± 15 0 .
In figure 2.12 the several ReS responses of a bar with different gates are shown in the angular
range of ± 15 and no differences are observed. In figure 2.13 the effects of a too narrow gate in
the bar measurement are illustrated.
0
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In figure 2.14 it is shown the two dimensional plot of the time domain measurement is shown
(only down range) of the bar without any gate but with empty room subtraction. The peak
centered in the origin corresponds to the bar reflection. There are several peaks between 0.5 and
2 meters. These peaks could be whatever kind of effects due to the multiple reflections on the bar.
If a gate is applied to our measurement in the ranges of ± O.3m all these peaks will be removed.
This signal removed with a gate, was a contribution in the level of the ReS pattern. After gating,
the level of the measurement will decrease a little bit.
Another possibility is to take a gate between -0.5 and +2m. Now all those peaks are included, so
there will not be a loss of level, and they will be corrected in the extrapolation process.
See figure 2.15 the ReS patterns on the bar gated with this two different ranges and in figure 2.16
a detail of their differences.
The application of gates in time domain are not strictly necessary in a certain ranges, the difference
between level are unimportant, and it is better to apply wide gates that very small gates. In our
example is better to gate between ±0.7Sm than between ±0.3m. The correction process wil1
decide if the signal considered unwanted was important or not.
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Figure 2.16: Detail of the measurements shown in figure 2.15.

2.5.3 STANDARD PROCESS
In order to have a clear idea of how the measurements were processed to "clean" them from
unimportant and unwanted signal and to get the measurements as much pure as possible, in the
following figures are depicted all the steps that the measurement of the 1m bar suffered till it was
considered clean enough. The 1m bar was corrected with a 1.5 m bar, which will be the reference
bar for all the measurements. This reference bar will be used to calculate the coefficients for the
correction.
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angular range.
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Figure 2.17.2: The bar Res and empty room ReS. Detail in a limited angular range.
In figure 2.17 the measured ReS of the 1m bar without any process is depicted, and the
measured ReS of the empty room is also depicted (line between 28.8 and 29 dBsm).The first step
will be the subtraction of the measured empty room from the test bar measurement (see figure
2.18).
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In figure 2.18 the effect of the subtraction is clear, the measured RCS is closer to a sinxlx
function, but there are still some differences with a real sine. More processes have to be done to
obtain a pure sinxlx function corresponding to a bar RCS.
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Figure 2.19: Gated and ungated RCS responses of 1m bar.
In figure 2.19 the original bar RCS and the bar gated are depicted. The gate is usually performed
after the empty room subtraction. We observe that the effect of gating includes the loss of absolute
RCS level but it also removes a large number of unwanted effects. Consequently, the desired
sinxlx function is clearly seen after this processing.
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Figure 2.20 : The bar RCS after subtraction and gate.
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15.

Finally combining the two processes the RCS with empty room subtraction and gate is obtained
(depicted in figure 2.20). Although the measurement of the bar was done between ± 45 degrees to
see better the differences between the patterns, all the figures have been depicted between ± 15
degrees, basically because the correction only applies for a small anglular section.
After the subtraction of the empty room and the gate the pattern approximates better sinx/x, but
because of the field is not a perfect plane wave, the pattern is still not perfectly symmetrical.
The next step will be to apply the correction procedure to get a perfect plane wave, and
consequently a perfect sine.
For the correction was used a reference bar 1.5 m long. The process for the correction is as
follows:
• Measurement of the reference bar RCS.
• Calculation of the coefficients from the reference bar using the software. The software used in
the laboratory will calculate the correction coefficients and the test zone field using the
reference bar and the size of the target to be corrected as inputs.
• Correction of the test bar with the coefficients calculated from the reference bar. The software
also computes the correction algorithm, using the coefficients calculated before, and the target
measurement to be corrected, as inputs.
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Figure 2.21.1: The reference bar RCS in full angular range (H-H polarization).
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In figure 2.21 are depicted the reference bar Res in all the measured azimuth span, and the same
± 15 degrees. This reference bar used for the calculations is 1.5 m long. It
has been chosen this one because 1.5m is longer than the length of the rest of the targets. To
correct a target the reference bar has to be at least as long (but preferably longer) as the target.
Our reference bar will be longer than all the targets measured, so will be useful to correct all of
them with the same set of coefficients.

ReS but only between

The reference bar was gated between ± O.75m. The minimum gate for the reference bar is
±O.5303m.

The coefficients calculated using the software are depicted in figure 2.22, and the incident field on
the bar, which is the same that will affect in the posterior measurements, is depicted in figure 2.23
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The length of the test zone field will be the same as the reference bar. The reference bar used in
the correction of a certain target always has to be at least as long as the target. The correction
will not be optimum if the reference bar is smaller than the target.

The level of the coefficients depicted in figure 2.22, with number larger than -12 or -13 is below
-50 dB, and it means that these coefficients will not affect very much in the correction process.
The most significant values are around the center, and this allows to take a small portion of them
around the center to perform the correction without producing any significant difference.
Because of the correction is a convolution between the coefficients and the RCS pattern, the
number of coefficients used has to be equal or smaller than the half of the RCS pattern. Ifwe take
a few coefficients, only the most significant ones the computation will be easier and faster and
optim anyway. We have seen that those few coefficients have to be those between the 0 and ± 13.
See illustration in figure 2.24:

Res measurement /amplitude (dBsm)

azimuth

Figure 2.24: Illustration of the correction process as a convolution. Is obvious that with only the
coefficients of the center would be enough to get a good correction.
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Figure 2.25: The Corrected test bar RCS.
Finally in figure 2.25 the pattern of the test bar corrected with the reference bar is depicted. This
will be the pattern closest to a sinc function that it will be possible to get with our correction.
Looking at the figure 2.26 one can realizes that the corrected test zone field incident on the bar is
almost plane, and it means that the correction works almost perfectly.
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Figure 2.26: Corrected test zone field.

The test zone field will be the same in all the targets but only completely visible in the bar
measurement. The bar is used as an example of a target with a well known RCS pattern. The
measured pattern of the bar and the corrected one will be compared with a theoretical RCS of a
bar in to see ifthere are any errors in the measurements or in the correction algorithm. If the
correction has been proved to work well with the bar, then we can assume that it will work in the
same way with the next measurements.
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2.6 MULTIPLE SCATTERERS. DIFFERENT FIGURES MEASURED IN FAR FIELD
CONDITIONS.

Multiple scatterers targets
In a complex body and common targets used in the real live there are dozens of significant
scatterers and dozens on insignificant ones. Those targets with a lot of scatterers often present
quick scintillations in the ReS pattern with the aspect angle due to the change of phase of the
various echoes with each other and the multiple interaction between the scatterers. The first
approximation to those common targets are the multiple scatters, as a group of simple targets.
In [10] it was described the reflections on a multiple scatterers target consisting of a group of
independent reflecting points, that is, the interaction between them was neglected. The problem
is not realistic, the base of the analysis with complex target is to consider that multiple
interaction. In [2] it is described a target consisting on two scatterer points, and the analysis of
the reflected field and far-field reconstruction is analyzed, considering interaction between the
two points.
In this work an approximation to that targets with multiple interaction is done, with practical
measurements of simple multiple scatterers targets and then a more complicated one: the
corner reflector.
In order to analyze the behavior of different complex structures, several measurements were
done in the laboratory. They were not really complex structures, but they were the first step to
analyze the problem of the multiple scatterers targets. These targets give a lot of problems
when the correction method is applied on them. The multiple scattering difficults the correction
process, and the idea will be to find the reasons of this failure analyzing several multi scattering
targets. The figures used for the measurements are:
1- 3 spheres of3 em of diameter, aligned and separated 0.5m
2- 3 small dihedrals of22 em of aperture and with a distance between corner points of 0.5 m
3-1arge corner reflector. Dimensions: 0.6 m wide x 0.46m high, angled 90 degrees.
Posterior research will drive us to the measurement of different angled dihedrals: 80 degrees
and 100 degrees.

The rotation target method:
This is the method it was used to measure all the targets. The target is placed on a styrofoam
column and rotated in azimuth only. Information of the amplitude and phase in the horizontal
plane is obtained. For a complete analysis in all the test zone, horizontal and vertical plane also
a measurement in elevation would be required, but only measurements in azimuth were done.

2.6.1 THE 3 SPHERES
In figure 2.27 a scheme of the target configuration is shown:
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O.Sm

O.Sm

3cm

Figure 2.27: Illustration of the 3 spheres configuration.

This target will present direct reflection from each scatterer point, and also multiple reflection.
One sphere scatters in all the directions when the field strikes on it. Because there are 3
spheres, the signal reflected in one of them in the direction to the adjacent reflects again and
comes back to the receiver. That interaction between the different scatterers will be the second
contribution to the ReS. An illustration of that effect is given in figure 2.28

direct refle tion

multiple interaction

Figure 2.28: Different contributions on the 3 spheres ReS.

The interaction between the spheres will create bistatic contribution. This bistatic contribution
will be only received in the case of using a compact range. This will present problems when
near field ranges are used. In the next section a description of this problem is given. As long as
far field measurement is done, the correction of the field will be almost perfect.
In figures 2.29 the pattern of the measured far field ReS and corrected far field ReS is shown.
The empty room subtraction was applied and a gate was performed between ± O.75m.
(minimum gate ± 0.35m).
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Figure 2.29: RCS in H-H polarization of the three spheres with empty room subtraction and
gate.

It is easy to see that the absolute level of the amplitude is very low. The size of the spheres is
very small and not even the multiple reflection gives more level. The RCS level of a sphere for
a very high frequencies is 1ta 2 • In our case, the radius of the sphere is a=1.5cm, that gives a
RCS level of -31.5 dBsm.

The software used in our work permits to gate part of the image of a certain target. We will
see the ISAR Imaging theory in detail in posterior chapters, but it can be advanced that the
software used in the laboratory to process the measurement permits to build a gate on cross
range and down range (domain of the images). The gate filters the portion of image desired.
The image of three spheres consists in three main picks (see Imaging of the spheres in
chapter4). Calculating the RCS from one gated pick we should get something very close to
the theoretical RCS ofa 3cm diameter sphere. Comparing both pattern in figure 2.30 we can
realize that the computed RCS pattern of the isolated sphere is almost the same than the
theoretical RCS (the measurement was only done in a limited frequency span). It means that
the contribution of the three spheres can be separated and added to find the total target RCS,
and the interaction will be an unimportant part of the radiation pattern compared with the
direct reflection.
Every signal coming from an interaction between two spheres will be attenuated twice, because
will be reflected twice (RCS attenuation in reflection in the second sphere).
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Figure 2.30: ReS of the gated sphere in continuous line and theoretical computed ReS of the
sphere in doted line. In a large frequency span above and in the figure below only in the
measured frequency span.
The correction of the field was done using the same reference bar used in the last section. We
saw that the field is assumed to be plane wave, but even using a compact range, no perfect
plane wave is generated. Using the correction procedure an almost perfect plane wave was
simulated. It can be assumed that after the correction no better ReS pattern will be obtained.
Figure 2.31 illustrates the ReS of the three spheres corrected with the reference bar.
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Figure 2.31: The three spheres corrected RCS.

Almost no differences can be noticed in this last measurement respect the last one shown in
figure 2.29. This means that the non planarity of the far field do not present any problems when
multiple scatterers targets are used. Because all the bistatic contribution coming from the
interactions is received in the compact range the RCS before the correction and after do not
present differences because both are close to the "perfect" pattern. The correction of the
pattern in far field will approximate the RCS more to the required pattern.

2.6.2 THE THREE CORNERS
The second target used for the analysis was composed by three small corners. Each corner had
an aperture of 22cm, and the separation between their centers was 0.5 m. See in figure 2.32 an
illustration of the target configuration.
O.Sm

O.5m

22cm

Figure 2.32: Configuration of the three small corner reflectors.
The interaction between these three scatterers is much less than in the case of the three
spheres. Because of the distribution of the scatterers in a line, and the structure of the corners
no interaction between them will be generated except the interaction between edges
(diffraction) (see figure 2.33). The signal diffracted on the edges always is lower than the
reflection in the plates. The diffracted signal in the edge of one dihedral will generate another
diffraction in the edge of the adjacent dihedral and the resulting signal of the interaction will be
even more unimportant than in the case of the spheres.
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interaction between scatterers
due to the edge diffraction

Figure 2.33: Scattering effects in the three comer reflectors.
Because of the comers are small, when a spherical wave illuminates them the effect will be like
they were apparently illuminated by a plane wave. A small portion of a sphere can be
approximated to an almost straight line. This will give a better behavior in near field, so that
the correction should work perfectly. An extensive development of the reflection in a comer
has been done in the next section, so it has no sense to describe the radiation in the small
comers in this section. Figure 2.34 shows the ReS of the three small comers. It was applied
the empty room subtraction and a gate between ± 0.61m to the original Res data.
The minimum gate for this target is ± 0.61m. The ReS was measured between -90 and 90
degrees. The signal received begins to decrease when the azimuth angle crosses the value of
45 because it scatters on the back side of the plates. The maxima are at ±45· , that is when
al the signal comes from the mirror reflection in the small comers (reflection in the flat plates
without double bounce effect). The measurement was done till the 90 degrees in order to see
the decrease of the reflected signal.
0
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The same reference bar was used for the correction of the far field and the result of that
correction is shown in figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35: Corrected RCS of the three dihedrals.

The amplitude level of this target RCS is much bigger than in the case of the spheres. The
dihedrals is larger than the spheres, the reflecting surface is also much greater, and the double
bounce effect on the comers increases the level of the received signal. However, the
extrapolation near field => far field in this target will give better results than in the case of the
three spheres.

2.6.3 THEDIHEDRAL REFLECTORS
Some practical applications require enhancement of the RCS. When an airplane or a satellite is
illuminated, it can be required to have constant return during the illuminating period. There are
several ways to augment the RCS of a target. One of these ways is to give a proper shape to
the target to present a large echo area over the range of parameters of interest. This could be a
proper use for the comer reflectors, specially on airbones, cars, several moviles, etc...
However this method is least useful for airbone targets. The comer reflectors are structures
formed with at least two metal plates. This structures are passive, and they present multiple
scattering effects on their plates, so that large mono static and bistatic RCS over a wide range
of aspect angle. The comers are basically used to enhance the RCS response because having
large response in a wide span angle will permit to detect the target easily when it is illuminated
from any position. For instance they are used extensively in boats, and as a calibration target
because of their large response and well known pattern.

The dihedral comers only give a large RCS in the plane perpendicular to the plates. This can be
improved trying to build structures which give large responses in other planes. For instance the
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triedral corner which gives response in the plane perpendicular to the plates. See figure 2.36
one typical multiple scattering path:

b

Figure 2.36: Multiple scattering path of a ray incident on the corner reflector.
Each plate of the corner reflector can be seen as infinite scattering points interacting between
them. It is a case much worse than the three spheres.

2.6.3.1 RCS OF THE CORNER REFLECTOR. SIMULATIONS.

There are two methods for the RCS estimations, Geometrical Optics (G.O.) and Physical
Optics (P.O.) [6],[7]. Both are valid to analyze the behavior of the field and see what happens
when they find a conductor surface. The problem of the corner reflector can be analyzed using
P.O. or G.O. Using P.O. will give us a more accurate solution, more dose to the measured
pattern and induding all the contributions. In [6] the analysis of the corner reflector using
P.O. can be found. In [8] it is given an extensive and very accurate analysis of all the
contributions on the corner RCS, using P.O. combined with G.O.
The physical optics backscattered field due to the dihedral corner reflector shown in figure
2.36 illuminated by a plane wave, with perpendicular polarization (E field in z direction) and
the plane x-y as a plane of incidence, is given by [6]:
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where:
is the amplitude of the incident electric field

Ei

rx = Zsin -1
1
ZsinqJ + 1

rY
1

ZcosqJ -1
ZCOSqJ + 1

Z is the surface impedance of the reflector surface normalized to the intrinsic impedance of free
space.
An analysis of the reflections in the comer, using far field and applying G.O method in given
below.
2.6.3.2 FAR FIELD ReS ESTIMATIONS OF DIFFERENT ANGLED DIHEDRALS, USING G.O.
METHOD.

In order to analyze which should be the RCS pattern of the dihedrals with aperture different to
90 degrees, and in order to see the correspondence with the shape showed in [1, fig 6-8,
p.237] , the G.O. method was used to find out which is the behavior ofthe rays that scatter in
these kind of dihedrals. Analysis for near field has been done in the next chapter.
Good simulations can be found in the references given before. We will try to give a simple
description about how should be the pattern, analyzing the different cases of double and simple
reflections on the dihedrals, according to the G.O. analysis.
The most of the radiation comes from the direct reflection on the plates and double reflection.
All the bistatic contribution is received in the compact range.
In the analysis of the scattering from the comer reflector it is useful to find out which quantity
of energy is scattered to the source, and which quantity the source does not receive.
G.O. method is simple enough to build up a quick analysis to know how the rays reflect in the
comer, which are the most important contributions on the response, and to have and idea of
how should be the RCS pattern. However, it is too simple to give a perfect description of the
ReS pattern. P.O. method is more complete. According to G.O. the rays go only in one
direction after the reflection, and they can be modelated with a simple line. Some energy is
send in all the directions, because according to P.O., every transmitter and every reflecting
point sent energy in several directions. The levels of received energy can be important
depending on the size of the dihedral, but the approximated shape can be well described using
G.O. as we did.
Afterwards these descriptions will be compared with real measurements done in the
laboratory.
This section and the next one will be useful to understand how the total cross section is built
from individual mechanism, and this is very important for developing methods to reduce,
enhance or synthesize particular backscatter characteristics of a particular target.
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Introduction to the G. O. method:
The geometrical optics method is a high-frequency approximation where the scattering
mechanism and energy propagation are accounted for by classical lines of rays. This is allowed
when A«object size. When narrow beam radars are used and a target is illuminated by an
electromagnetic wave, the radar return appears to come from specific points on the target.
These points are the points at which the waves suffer specular reflection (the angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of reflection) and they may be considered as scattering centers. Under this
approximations, it is not necessary to consider the scattering contributions from the entire
body; the contributions from the approximate scattering centers, when suitably , combined are
sufficient to account for the scattering in a given direction. This theory is developed in [6].
To build up our analysis using the G.O. method, it was necessary to apply the theory of the
mirror point.
The latter calculates graphically the reflecting points in a mirror using the laws of optics. The
theory has been applied in various applications, not only in optics but also, in the field of
electromagnetics.
The ray-tracing algorithm [3] and mirror point theory traces possible rays between transmitter
and receiver using Snell's law which states that the angle of incidence of a ray in a surface is
equal to angle of departure. If two surfaces are used, the algorithm will give us the possible
reflection of the rays on the surfaces, and the path that the rays will follow, from the
transmitter to the receiver. To find the points where the rays reflect on both surfaces, the
algorithm finds the mirror points of both sources (transmitter and receiver) respect both
surfaces, and then traces a line between the two points, and the intersections between the line
and the surfaces represent the points where the ray scatters.
There are two ways to apply the method. The first has been described above, and illustrated
in fig. 2.37.1. The second possibility, illustrated in figure 2.37.2 which provides the same
solution is:
a) Find the mirror point of the transmitter respect one surface (m2).
b) Find the mirror point of that last point respect to the other surface (m3).
c) Find the mirror point of the receiver respect the second surface (ml).
d) Tracing a line between m3 and the receiver will give us the first point in the intersection
with walll.
e) Tracing another line between ml and m2 will give us the second point, in the intersection
with wa112.
In our mono static case, the transmitter and receiver are at the same location, so we are going
to find two points on the surface of the dihedral where the rays reflect and return to the
source.
Only the two dimensional case has been analyzed, since the correction technique only involves
the x-y plane.
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The method will be easy to apply when far field is assumed. The rays will form a big group of
parallel lines coming from all the compact range. They will be reflected in the same angle of
incidence, and part of them, or all of them will be received in the compact range, depending on
the angle position. In the near field analysis there will be only one source, and probably only
one ray will be reflected on the surfaces and will come back to the source, according to the
theory given before.(see next chapter)
wall 1

ml

Rx

FIGURE 2.37.1
m3
walll
wall 2

reflecting point 1

reflecting point 2

m2

FIGURE 2.37.2

Figure 2.37: Illustration of the mirror points theory.
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Theoretical descriptions for far field :
• 1st case: angle of the dihedral equal to 90· .
(see fig 2.38)
In this case is where the most quantity of energy is received in the compact range. According
to [2] the compact range can be modeled as a linear array of punctual sources, and that's very
useful to represent the radiation coming from the compact range as a group of parallel lines,
and the sources situated 5,5 m far from the target.
Depending on the length of the linear array that represents the compact range, it is easy to see
which are the reflected rays that go directly to the receiver, and which are not received.
As long as it can be predicted which quantity of energy goes back to the compact range,
depending on the rotation angle, it will be easy to estimate how will be the shape of the RCS.
The compact range receives the mono static and bistatic contributions. As we see in the
picture, in all the angular range of rotation, all the double reflected rays come back to the
compact range, so the receiver gets almost the same energy that sends. Comparing the three
situations, this is the one which gives highest RCS level, in all the angular range. From
8=+45· to 8= -45· the RCS pattern is broad, due to the received double bounce mechanism
mentioned in [1, 6-2]. The quantity of reflected energy decreases with the decrease of the
dihedral reflecting aperture when 8 tends to 45 For angles bigger than ± 45 no double
reflection is generated and the reflected signal is not received in the compact range. The RCS
decreases with the increase of8.
For 8 around ± 45· the mirror reflection is added to the double reflection, and the response
should be the same as a flat plate, that is a sinc function with maxima in ± 45 We will back
to that point later on, in next sections, where a description and discussions about the influence
ofbbth contributions (the one due to the mirror reflection and the other due to the double
reflection) in the dihedral RCS are given. These conclusions will be fundamental to understand
the correction process in the dihedral, and why there are some differences between our
measurements and [2]. These conclusions will be applied to the 90 degrees dihedral and to the
other angled dihedrals as welL
0

0

•

0

•

• 2nd case: angle of the dihedral bigger than 90· (100·)
(see fig 29).
It is shown in figure 2.39 that almost all the bistatic contribution never will be received. The
quantity of reflected energy that reaches the compact range has to be very low, according to
G.O, except when 8 is around and close to ± 40· . For the position 8 = ± 40· the mirror
reflection of the flat plate is added to some low double reflection received in the compact
range. The RCS pattern should be:
- low level in the central part ,between 8= ± 40· increasing the value when 8 is nearly 40· .
- In the exact positions of8 =± 40 two picks corresponding to two sines. From 40 to
50 the mirror reflection develops a sinc in this angular range. The double reflection received
is extremely low.
0

0

0

- In 8= ± 50 only mirror reflection is generated in the reflector, but the inclination of the flat
plate sent the radiation away from the receiver. Further than 50 the shadow effect appears
and the level of the RCS patter decreases more and more.
0

0

40

Our description is well represented in [1 fig 6-8] ,where a real measurement of an 100 angled
comer, at 9.4 GHz and faces 17.9 cm long is depicted and shows exactly everything that it
has been described using G.O.

B) 8=-20

\11
11\

C) 8=-30

D) 8=-45

E) 8=-70
0

Figure 2.38: 90 angled dihedral reflections for diferent rotation positions.
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B) 8=-20

p\) 8=0

c) 8=-30

D) 8=-40

E) 8=-50

Figure 2.39: 100

F) 8=-60

0

angled dihedral reflections for different angular positions.
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• 3rd case: angle of the dihedral smaller than 90
(see fig.2.40)

0

(80

0
)

0

Conclusions derived from G.O. applied on 100 angled dihedral reflector will be similar to
the 80· angled dihedral analysis. In this last case the double reflected rays will not be received
in the compact range, except when e is very close to ± 30· or to ± 50· . Around this position
some double reflected field will be received with more intensity. Immediately after the exact
position of ± 40 no double reflection will be received because the shadow effect appears
and sends the reflected rays out of the receiver direction. In {}= ± 50 the mirror reflection
generates both sincs in these positions.
0

0

The pattern descriptions is as follows:
-low level between the e values of 0 and ± 30 No double reflection is received at that
positions.
- slight increase of the received double reflected signal close to ± 30 positions. Increase of the
pattern level
- from 30· to 40· the double bounce effect again does not reach the compact range
- increase of the level from 40· to 50· due to the appearance of the mirror reflection
- maximum mirror reflection in e= ± 50· creating peaks in both angular positions
- for angles larger than 50· progressive decrease of the RCS level.
0

•

0

Due to the angle of 80 degrees, the complete flat plate will never be perpendicular to the
down range direction. When the flat plate is perpendicular to that axis, then the mirror
reflection is the only contribution received, but part of the plate is shadowed for the other
plate. Only in e= ± 40· the receiver sees the complete flat plate, but it is rotated 10· .
Although the mirror reflection generates a sinc its level will be lower than in the case of
100 • where the maximum of the sinc is the result of the reflection in the total flat plate surface
situated along the cross range axis.
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/V 6=0

B) 6=-20
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C) 6=-30
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D) 6=-37
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0

Figure 2.40: 80 angled dihedral reflections for different angular positions.
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2.6.3.3 THE DIFFRACTION COMPONENTS ON THE DIHEDRAL RESPONSE

As we have seen in the previous sections, the observed cross section often can be attributed to
a combination of various scattering components. One such component which has already been
encountered is the specular component, and another the double reflection, discussed in other
sections and also in this one.
Edge diffraction is one remaining possible contribution to the ReS of a body.
For bodies which are not smoothly curved and contains sharp edges, tips, comers, etc, ... that is
points or regions where the radii of curvature in one or more directions approach zero,
techniques such as geometrical optics could fail to predict correctly the scattering properties of
the body.
Basically at points with curvatures that are small compared to the wavelength diffraction will
occur. For edges the direction of the reflection is indicated by:

where t is the unit vector along the edge. Directions that satisfY this equations are represented
by the so-called Keller cone as depicted in figure 2.41.

figure 2.41. Indication of scattering directions for specular reflection and edge diffraction.

There is an extended description of this phenomenon in [6] and [7]. There are several ways to
model it. All of them are described extensively specially in [7]. But the fact is that the
diffraction can be another contribution not taken into account in previous analysis.
The classical geometrical optics do not apply to edges, tips, comers,etc... Keller extended G.O.
to include the diffracted rays. A complete development of the problem can be consulted in
[7,section 2.2.2.2 (pg44-50)].
The diffracted fields for the dihedral comer reflector are found using the UTD coefficients:

45

-jks

£ = ±t1z E o eJS (for vertical polarization)
(see [8] ).

R =tlzHo

e- jks
(for horizontal polarization)

All the contributions on the far field dihedral ReS are extensively described in [8]. A
decomposition of the ReS on the different contributions is given. All possible reflectiondiffraction mechanism of up to third order have been included in the analysis. The uniform
theory of diffraction is utilized to analyze in detail the entire backscatter cross section of right,
acute, and obtuse dihedral comer reflectors in the azimuthal plane. We can not go so further in
our particular analysis, but one can realize that the two dominant mechanism are reflections
from surfaces and diffraction from edges, and only one contribution have been taken into
account in the computation of the pattern (see chapter 3). The most of those contributions
described in [8] can not be taken into account in the near field analysis because the most of
then are bistatic contribution and they will not be received in the source.
In [4] it is suggested that the contribution of the diffraction appears because the lighting of
each face by the rays diffracted by the edge of the other one. But also we saw that the signal
coming from the comer point is the received ray result of a diffraction in the center of the
dihedral, The other rays are not received in near field because they belong to the bistatic
contribution, but in far field all this bistatic contribution is received.
In [4] is also given an accurate model for the backscattering by a perfectly conducting 90
degrees dihedral comer. The model used predicts very accurately the mono static ReS of the
comer in a plane normal to its wedge. And a complete expression for the ReS model is given,
including the contributions of the reflected rays and the contributions of the diffracted rays.
Some considerations about near-field diffraction components are given in chapter 3.

2.6.3.4 RCS OF mE 90 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR. MEASUREMENTS

The ReS of a big comer reflector was measured in the laboratory. The size of each plate was:
0.6m wide x 0.46m high measured at 10 GHz.
The measurement were done in far field, in both polarizations, vertical-vertical and horitzontalhoritzontal. The back side of the plates were covered with absorbent material to avoid
unwanted reflections coming from behind, because the range of azimuth aspect angle was from
-90 degrees to +90 degrees. This range was chosen to have the complete ReS pattern, not
only when the scattered radiation is big, but also when it decreases.
Empty room was subtracted from the original measurement of the dihedral, and then it was
applied a gate between ± 0.45m (minimum gate for this dihedral is ± 0.45m).
See in figure 2.42 the measured ReS pattern of the dihedral:
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Figure 2.42: Far field RCS in of the dihedral reflector without correction. H-H polariation.

The process with the dihedral was the same than with the other targets. The measurements was
corrected using the same bar, and the result of the correction is depicted in figure 2.43:
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Figure 2.43: Corrected far field RCS of the dihedral reflector.

There are not many differences between both figures, both are virtually identical. The energy
coming from the dihedral is all received in the compact range, and the first measurement is
close to the correct one.
The correction only applies in the x-y plane. This target has two dimensions, but only the
response in one dimension is corrected.
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The problem of this kind of targets will be in the extrapolation from the near field to the far
field data.

2.6.3.5 RCS OF THE 80 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR. MEASUREMENTS

In figure 2.44 is depicted the measured and processed RCS of an 80 degrees angled dihedral.
The original measurement was modified as follows:
The empty room was measured immediately after the target measurement. The subtraction of
the empty room was computed and after a gate in down range between ± 0.5 m was
performed. The minimum gate span for this kind of dihedral measured between ± 60 • is
± 0.33339 m or a gate 0.6679m long.
The G.O. model developed in last section fits almost perfectly these experimental results.
Consequently, the theoretical analysis can be considered as reference to understand the
measured results. The pattern shows the two angularly limited sinxix patterns in ± 50 the
low level of received signal in the center of the angular range, and the two relative maxima in
±30· .
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Figure 2.44: Measured far field RCS of the 80· angled dihedra1. With empty room subtraction
and gate. H-H polarization.

2.6.3.6 RCS OF THE 100 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR. MEASUREMENTS

In figure 2.45 is depicted the resulting measured RCS of a dihedral angled 100· . The G. O.
model of this dihedral also fits very well the real measurement. The ReS pattern shows the two
sinc functions in ± 40' and the lower level in between. The measured pattern was processed as
follows:
It was subtracted the empty room measured immediately after the target measurement.
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A gate between ± 0.5m was performed. The minimum gate for this dihedral measured
between ± 60· is 0.79338m (± 0.39669).
The measured ReS shows the composition of two sinc functions and in between a signal level
which increases and decreases between -6 and 10 dB. Theoretically the amount of energy
received between the two sincs should be low, according with G.O. analysis, but some
reflection reaches the receiver, even if the main ray goes away from the receiver, because
some power is sent in several directions (p.O.).
The 100· dihedral reflector pattern shows a level in the center of the angular span which is
much lower than the sinc peaks, but still not low enough to be considerated unimportant. The
predictions shown how all the double reflected rays went out from the receiver direction in that
angular span, but there is still a remaining signal which generates an oscillating level between
14 dBsm and -5 dBsm. The G.O. technique is not able to explain that effect, but attending to
the P.O. method a more accurate explanation of that problem can be found out. The P.O.
method includes the idea of "radiation patterns" in every reflecting point. The energy not only
will be sent in the direction which G.O. shows but also in another different directions according
to that "radiation pattern". Even if the main ray depicted following G.O. goes far away from
the receiver, some remaining signal will be sent to the compact range. The differences between
the methods drive us to these small differences between the predicted pattern and the real one.
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Figure 2.45: Measured far field ReS of the 100· with empty room subtraction and gate.
H-H polarization.

It can be seen in both measurements 80 dihedral and 100· dihedral, that something like a
two limited sine function are depicted in each measurement. In next chapters there is a
description of the different contributions affecting the near field ReS of the comer reflector,
and some explanations about why the correction does not work well in these two maxima.
0
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Some ideas are given introducing the concept of the non separability of the several
contributions in a ReS pattern to be corrected. In these cases of dihedrals with obtuse and
acute aperture angles this notions could be reconsidered . It is possible that the low level in the
center of the angular span permits some kind of independence between the central signal and
the two sinc functions in both sides of the pattern. The correction in that case should work
better with those depicted sines than in the case of the 90 corner reflector (see chapter 3).
0
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Chapter 3

RADAR CROSS SECTION. NEAR FIELD SCATTERING
As mentioned in the last chapter, the process ofRCS measurements involves far field
illumination, but the development of the near field ranges has increased the interest in the
measurements under near field illumination. Eventually, and specially in indoor research,
measurements in near field will be specially interesting, requiring afterwards only a
mathematical processing to obtain the far field response. The near field-RCS will cause
amplitude and phase errors. A second step is required, the extrapolation of the near field
measurement to the far-field RCS. The correction technique will be used for this purpose.
The measured near-field pattern will be corrected with a reference bar, measured in the same
conditions than the target, that is, using near field illumination as well. If the correction has to
be from near field to far field, the coefficients have to be calculated from a measured bar in
near field conditions. The application of the correction is direct, it does not need any further
modification or adaptation.
During the measurements a spherical wave was generated with a single probe at a distance of
approximately 5 meters.

3.1 ReS WITH NEAR FIELD ILLUMINATION
As it has been described in the last chapter, three different targets are used in this work. All of
them representing multi scatterers targets. They are the objective of the study because this kind
of targets will present problems in the correction process. The same targets were measured in
near field, and corrected afterwards. The three targets are a good representation of those multi
scatterers targets which can be well corrected and those which can not be well corrected for
several reasons that will be analyzed in this chapter.
A theoretical outline to find the corrected scattered field for a bar is given in [10], when
cylindrical wave is used. In our work spherical wave was used, but the theoretical analysis
using cylindrical wave is extrapolable to the spherical wave, because the correction algorithm
only applies in the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis ofthe target (x-y). This is the plane
where the cylindrical wave is curved, and this is the only plane where the measurement will be
corrected. The cylindrical wave is plane in the plane parallel to the axis of rotation, (x-z).
There is no need of correction in that direction. As it was seen in the chapter 2 the
measurements were done only on azimuth, so no information in vertical plane is used.
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3.2 BISTA TIC RCS VS MONOSTATIC RCS. PROBLEMS IN THE
EXTRAPOLATION.
A) Monostatic RCS measurement: when the transmitter and the receiver antenna are at the
same location than the response obtained is called monostatic RCS. This is the most common
situation in radar. The emphasis on all the literature and also in our work is on obtaining the
mono static RCS. In fact the configuration used in our measurements was the
pseudomonostatic, that is two antennas adjacent to each other, but considered as mono static
measurement.
B) Bistatic RCS measurement: when the location of the transmitter and the receiver are clearly
different then the bistatic RCS is obtained. Bistatic radar has been considerable used in
satellite configurations, where there are one transmitter and several widely-spaced receivers
watching for earth satellite passages. The use of several receivers is called multistatic radar.
Each receiver sees a bistatic RCS of the target under observation.
As in RCS measurements, we can also divide the contributions on a RCS response in
monostatic and bistatic . In the response of a complex target or at least a target with multiple
scatterers the RCS is formed by the addition of several contributions coming from different
points on the target. In near-field measurements there will be only one probe. In far field
measurements there will be an array of them.
In the case of only one probe, some of those scattered waves will go directly to the source, and
these will be the monostatic contribution. Many of them will not take the direction of the
receiver antenna, and those will be the bistatic contribution.
In the far field measurements all the contributions are received in the compact range. The
configuration of the CATR permits to receive a great deal of signal, in almost all the cross
range. But when near field is used, the probe will only receive those reflected rays that go
directly to its aperture. This means that almost the rest of the reflected radiation going on the
other directions on the cross range will be missed. (see figure 3.1)

array of probes mOdeling the compact range

<

)

CROSS flANGE

near. field range .

Figure 3.1: Far field and near field ranges modeling.
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In figure 3.1 is illustrated how the mono static and bistatic contribution coming from the
target, measured in the far field, is received in the compact range. But how in the near field
measurement, using only one probe, all the bistatic contribution is missed. The array processes
bistatic responses of the object over a range of angles subtended by the array aperture. While
the monostatic backscattered responses constitute subset, the entire set (bistatic and
mono static) is involved in the construction of the far field response. If only a subset is received
the far field response can not be reconstructed properly, and that is what happens in the near
field measurements.
This loss of energy will be the cause of the errors in the extrapolation near-field to far field in
shapes with an important interaction between the different scatterers. When simple targets
were analyzed in [10], and also in this chapter the test bar will be corrected from the near field
to the far field, that problem was not found because one dimensional targets do not present
interactions. Almost all the important reflected radiation is received in the probe.
But as we will see below, some cases of multiscatterers targets will present bad results when
the near field measurement is corrected to obtain the far-field ReS. Basically the cause of these
errors will be the loss of energy which belongs to the ReS result. If some radiation is not
received it cannot be corrected.

3.3 MULTIPLE SCATTERERS. MEASUREMENTS IN NEAR FIELD CONDITIONS
Similarly to the far field case, we are going to show in this section the measurements in near
field of the three different targets used in this work and the posterior correction to the far field
ReS.
First of all it is presented the measurement of the test bar on near field conditions, the
measurement of the reference bar in near field conditions, and the correction of the test bar
using the reference bar. The success in this correction will show that the failure of this method
is due to the structure of some targets, no because of the method in itself.
In figure 3.2 it is shown the measured ReS of the reference bar in the same conditions of near
field that will be used to measure the other targets. The bar is the same used in the far field
measurements. This will be the bar used to correct all of them
nfMleg.REP
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Figure 3.2: Reference bar near field measurement in H-H polarization.
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Figure 3.3 represents the test zone field on the bar, calculated by the software, directly from
the measured ReS. It can be observed that the field not only has a lot of irregularities in the
surface, but also has the shape slightly curved. This shows the curve effect on the wave. The
curve shape can not be noticed better probably because the radius of the sphere that forms the
wave is big.
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Figure 3.3: Test zone field before correction. Near field.

Figure 3.4 shows the corrected test zone field incident on the targets. It was calculated with
the coefficients from that reference bar. This field has been well corrected because:
a) it does not present the curve shape, now it is plane.
b) the ripples have been smoothed.
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Figure 3.5: Near field test bar measurement.
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Figure 3.6: The near field test bar measurement corrected into far field.

In figures 3.5 and 3.6 it can be seen the measurement of the test bar in near field conditions and
the corrected near field ReS. The correction has worked in the ReS as perfectly as on the test
zone field. The ReS of the test bar after the correction is almost a perfect sinc function in the
limited angular range in which the correction works.

3.3.1 THREE SPHERES
In [2] is performed a method to obtain the far field adding all the near field contributions
received from the target. The model of a compact range is an array of simple antennas. The
array forms the far field response of objects placed in the near field of their apertures. All the
antennas are excited simultaneously for transmission and summed coherently on reception. The
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near fields scattered from an object can be coherently summed to determine the far-field value.
To illustrate this principle, it is considerated first an sphere as a target.
The compact range could be also modeled as a synthetic array, that is, a single element moved
along the cross range and scanning the target. This represents a near field ReS measurement,
because it is what we do to measure a target in near field conditions with a single probe. The
same principle of summations applied to the real array has different effects. In the case of only
one sphere the result is identical to that obtained for the compact range model. The
summation of near field contribution using a moving probe will give us the same response as in
a real array. But the problem will appear when two spheres are used as a target. If the
interaction between the two spheres is not considered the reconstruction of the far field
summing coherently the near fields scattered will be the same using a real array than using a
synthetic array. The problem will come when two interacting spheres are used as a target. Then
the reconstruction of the far field using a synthetic array fails. The phases of both responses,
the one from the real array and the one from the synthetic array, clearly differs. The phase of
the summation in the case of the synthetic array does not reduce to the proper far field value
(see [2]).

The conclusions are:
•

A compact range can be modeled as an array of antennas.

•

In targets formed by one or several non interactive points: the far field conditions are
established by planar wave, syntetized by transmitting and receiving from all the elements
of the real array. Far field can be reconstructed properly even using a single probe, in a
near field measurement. Although the bistatic contribution in missed, it is provided the
information necessary to extract the far field ReS.

•

The algorithm applied to near field measurements of targets with interactions between the
scatterers fails in the reconstruction of the far field, because the mono static data will be
incomplete and the bistatic data will be unavailable.

The correction of the field curvature only will apply in the horizontal direction.
The target of the three spheres was chosen to see the generalization on the failure of the
correction techniques in objects with several interacting scatterer points. The signal coming
from the interaction is not very important in amplitude, in fact the amplitude in quite attenuated
because the signal has been reflected twice. The important is the phase of that signal. The
extra phases due to the interaction signals causes the errors.
In figure 3.7 it is shown the measured near field ReS between ± 45 degrees of the three
spheres, with empty room subtraction and gated between ± O.75m.
In figure 3.8 it is shown the corrected ReS of the three spheres using the reference bar
coefficients in near field;
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Figure 3.7: RCS of the three spheres without correction. H-H polarization.
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Figure 3.8: Corrected RCS of the three spheres.

It can be seen in figure 3.8 the correction failure in this measurement. The direct reflection
coming from the spheres will be well corrected but the reflected signal coming from the
interaction never will recuperate the right phase and amplitude. That causes a RCS corrected
pattern far from the desired one. The corrected shape should be equal to the one measured in
far field (see chapter 2). But one can realizes that the level of the amplitude in the far field
response was plane, and in the result of the extrapolation from near to far field response, the
level of the amplitude does an oscillation of 0.5-0.7 dBsm. The difference is not extremely
important, but demonstrates than the process does not completely work in this kind of targets.
In the next section about Imaging it will be shown the effect of this failure on the imaging
results, and it will be easy to see the effect of the curved wave in the obtained near field
images. In images is easy to see which part of the spheres measurement has been corrected and
which one has not been corrected.
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The effect will be more appreciated in targets with more scatterers, that is, with more
interactions. Or in targets that can be modeled as a infinite group of interactive scattering
points, like the dihedral reflector.

3.3.2 THE THREE SMALL DIHEDRALS
The case of the three dihedrals is different than the case of the three spheres. Each sphere
presents reflected radiation in all directions. The effect of the interaction will be much bigger
than in the case of the three dihedrals. In the three dihedrals only the interaction coming from
the edges diffraction will affect to the result. This interaction will be very low and
unimportant. The negative effects on the correction process will be bigger in the case of the
spheres than in the dihedrals. The corrected pattern will be closer to the far field pattern in the
the dihedral measurements than inspheres
Furthermore, the aperture of the small dihedrals is small in terms of wavelength. The spherical
wave in a small part of its surface, if the ratio of the curve is big enough, can be approximated
by a straight line or plane surface. This approximation can be applied to the small dihedral. The
spherical wave will be almost plane in the aperture of the small dihedrals because the portion of
sphere that scatters in one dihedral is so small that can be approximated by an almost plane
wave.

If the wave incident on the small dihedrals can be considered almost plane, there should not be
many problems in the correction process.
The target was measured between ± 90 degrees to see also the effect of the reflections in the
back sides of the dihedrals and the diminution of signal after the rotation angle reaches 45
degrees.
In figure 3.9 the measured RCS ofthe three dihedrals is shown:
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Figure 3.9: Measured RCS in H-H polarization of the three dihedrals.
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See in figure 3.10 the corrected near field pattern of the dihedrals.
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Figure 3.10: Corrected RCS of the dihedrals.

Comparing the patterns of the three dihedrals in far field and in near field conditions it is
possible to see that there are hardly some few differences between them. The correction has
worked quite well in this case, as it was expected. The two results are not exactly the same but
the correction in this case has been better than in the case of the three spheres.
It will be easier to see the correction effect in the Image of the three dihedrals (see chapter 4).
The image will show clearly that the effect of the curve wave disappears after the correction.

3.3.3 THE DIHEDRAL REFLECTORS
The three cases of comer reflectors have been measured again, this time in near field
conditions:
3.3.3.1 NEAR FJELD RCS OF THE 90 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR

As we have seen before the comer reflector will be an important shape to see all the
phenomenons occurred in a multiscatterers target. It present a lot of double reflections, mirror
reflections, edge diffraction up to third order, etc. It can be modeled in the horizontal plane as
a collection of infinite reflecting points. The interaction between them will be high, and is
expected that the correction of the near field measurement to the far field RCS will fail,
because is the generalization of the spheres case.
The comer reflector described in chapter 2 was measured in near field conditions. The
reference bar to correct the dihedral had to be measured again, but this time elevated by
approximately 23 em. The comer reflector is 46 cm high. The spherical wave will not be the
same in the middle of the dihedral, down, or in the top of it due to the wave curvature. There
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will be some slight differences. To have an average it was though to measure the wave just in
the middle of the dihedral. For the correction of the other targets it was no necessary to elevate
the bar because it was in the same level as the targets, but for the dihedral it had to be elevated.
From the original measurement of the dihedral was subtracted the empty room measurement
and then it was gated between ± 0.5m. This time the corner and the reference bar were gated
with a gate of the same size. If the gates are different some information can be included in the
gate domain of one bar measurement but removed from the other. It can generate some slight
errors in the correction process, because the correction will be applied to some energy that in
fact has been removed with the gate. The errors generated by using different gates in the target
and in the reference bar are unimportant, but there are still there. The minimum gate for the
reference bar is ± 0.54m and the minimum gate for the dihedral is 0.45m. The gate of ± 0.5
will be fine for both measurements. It will be bigger than the minimum in the case of the
corner, and the response coming from the bar almost will not be affected, as it was showed in
the chapter 2.
The results of the corner measurement in near field and the corrected RCS are presented in
figures 3.11 and 3.12. It can be seen that the extrapolation procedure applied on the corner
does not give satisfactory results. There are a lot of differences between the far field pattern
and the corrected one.
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Figure 3.12: The corrected Res of the comer reflector.
The consequences of the wave curvature will be a depression in the central lobe, and the
specular peaks are depressed and broadened.
In [2] it is given as an example of the correction techniques failure, the measurement ofa
comer reflector with the same sizes than ours. In fact our measurement of the comer reflector
were done following the guide of [2]. Some differences between the corrected measurements
done in our laboratory and the ones included in [2] open the possibility of extending a little bit
more our research about the comer reflectors.
3.3.3.2 NEAR FIELD RCS OF mE 80 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR MEASUREMENTS

The resulting ReS measured with near field range and the corrected pattern are depicted in
figure 3.13. The measured data were processed with a gate between ± 0.5m and an empty
room subtraction. The empty room was measured inmediatly after the target measurement.
The correction applied to this target fails again. The extrapolated pattern still presents
differences with the far-field data, and the assumptions that in this case the different
contributions are more independent do not accomplishe. The correction brings the near field
pattern near to the far-field ReS but it is still far from the expected results.
The causes of this behaviour could be:
- Several contributions in the Res construction and one of them can not be corrected properly
- The loss of energy in the near field range. Some energy is missing for the patterns
reconstruction.
- Some irregularitie in the set of correction coefficients
In the far-field response around the positions ± 50 (between 40 and 50 and simetricaly
in negative side of the ReS) the contribution seems to be limited basically to the mirror
reflection. The double reflection in an angular span of20 aroud ± 50 is not present.
Although a perfect correction was expected for the sinc function in both sides of the ReS
pattern, the application of the extrapolation process fails again. The posibilitie that exits some
contribution that can not be well corrected is still there, but the strong influence of the mirror
0

0

0

0

0
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reflection versus some other contribution is showed in the measured pattern. The problem must
be tryied to be analyced in another direction.
The correction process is a convolution between the set of coefficients and the uncorrected
pattern. If the spectrum of the coefficients is to wide around the center then in the convolution
process around 45 the correction coefficients will be multipied not only by the values of the
sinc but also will reach the next contribution which begins in 40 The correction not only will
involve the sinc function but also part of the measurement next to it, and this can disturb the
correction process of the limited sinc function. When the source location goes far from the
target then the spectrum of the coefficients gets narrower, till far field is reached and that
spectrum looks like a peak in the center. By locating the target further than 5.5 m (actual
location) from the source, that is limiting the width of the coefficients spectrum, the correction
of the pattern would probably work better. But this is imposible to perform in our laboratory
and not contemplated in this work.
The extrapolation process used in this reseach could be not good enough to correct such kind
of targets. Maybe using another correction technique different that the convolution it could be
proved that the mirror contribution is more independent than in the case of the 90 dihedral.
Another reasons have still to be investigated.
0

0

•

0

In next section is given an extensive analysis of the contributions in the near field ReS pattern
of the big dihedral reflectors. G.O. method will prove that in the cases of the 80 and 100
dihedral no scattered wave is received in the probe in a big angular range. However s in the far
field case energy with levels between -10 and 10 dB contribute in the ReS pattern.
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Figure 3.13: A) The measured near field ReS of the 80 angled dihedral. B) The corrected
near field ReS. e) The far field ReS. D) Detail of both patterns, in doted lines the corrected
near field and in continuous line the far field ReS. H-H polarization.
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See in figure 3.14 the comparison between the coefficients spectrum corresponding to a near
field measurement with a distance of 5.5 m between the source and the target, and the set of
coefficients for a measurement where the target is located 10m far from the source.
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Figure 3.14: In continous line the set of coefficient when the target is located 5.5 m far from
the source. In doted lines, the set of coefficients when the location is 10m far from the source.
3.3.3.3 NEAR FIELD RCS OF THE 100 DEGREES CORNER REFLECTOR.
MEASUREMENTS

The resulting near-field ReS of the measured 100· angled dihedral and the corrected ReS
pattern are depicted in figure 3.15.
The correction applied to this measurement results better than in the last case. The RCS
pattern recuperates almost the original far-field shape. However there are still small
differences that reaffirm the idea that no complete independence exits between the several
signals forming the RCS data. The different contributions do not respond in the same way to
the correction process. In this case it seems that no important uncorrective contributions are
present, but in last case they were enoungh to disturb the extrapolated pattern.
The figure 3.15 D) shows a detail of both ReS, the far-field measured data and the corrected
near-field data. The differences are small, the corrected near field has been well approximated
to the far field response, but the remaining differences could be due to the same reasons
presented in the case of the 80 dihedral.
0

The failure of the correction in this both last cases was unexpected, at least in the angular
range where the sinc functions are depicted. Expecting almost independent contributions and
the posterior correction was quite reasonable. The arguments given in the section
corresponding to the 80 dihedral could not be proved to complete our research because of
our limitated space where to measure, but it leaves a door opened to try to find out if
changing the correction system or the configuration of the targets the correction process can
be applied succesfully to this kind of objects.
0
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3.3.3.4 ANALYSIS OF THE REFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS ON DIHEDRALS, ASSUMING
SPHERICAL WAVE.

In order to have an idea of the scattered field on the corner reflectors, it is useful to find out
which quantity of energy goes to the source, and which quantity the source does not receive.
We are working with spherical wave generated and received by only one source (monostatic
near field RCS).
Will be demonstrated that in near field illumination the system receives much less energy than
in the plane wave illuminating case. It will be useful to describe why the level is lower than
in the far field case, and try to find ideas to explain why it is not well corrected. Graphical and
mathematical analysis are provided, for the three different cases of dihedrals seen in last
chapter. The method used in the analysis is the Geometrical Optics (G.O.) method.
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·20.

G.O Analysis applied to the dihedrals:
Monostatic contribution has been found for all the cases using the G.O. method. The G.O.
method allows us to find the exact situation of the points which give double reflection and
mono static contribution. Three different cases are considered, i.e. 90, 80, and 100 degrees.

•

dihedral reflector angled 90 degrees:

The graphical analysis using the mirror point theory is shown in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: The graphical application of the mirror points theory to the dihedral angled 90
degrees.
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The mathematical demonstration:

plane P: A. (1,0)
coordinates x and y of the source: (px, py)
plane Q: Jl (0,1)
coordinates x and y of the mirror point 1 : (px, -py)
coordinates x and y of the mirror point 2: (-px, py)

line between the two mirror points:

(px, py)+

1: (-2px,

(8)

-2py)

intersection between plane P and line (8) :

(9)

px+ -r;(-2px)= A
-py+ 1: (2py) =0

coordinates x and y of the plane P and the line (8) have to be equal. Solving the pair of
equations (9): F 1/2 and substituting the value of t in the equation of the line (8), it will
give us the first reflecting point:

rpJ= (0,0)
Repeating the same procedure. but using the plane Q: intersection between plane Q and line:
(8)
equalizing the coordinates of Q and line with equation (8)

O=px+ 1: (-2px)
p=-py+ 1: 2py

(10)

solving the two equations (10) we get again t=1I2 and the second reflecting point is rp2= (0 ,
0) again.

The conclusion of this development is as follows: There is no monostatic contribution coming
back to the source, except the reflection from the comer point, which can be considered as a
diffraction. The source only receives the radiation coming from the comer point, and no
bistatic contributions, nor monostatic double reflection.
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• dihedral reflector angled 80 degrees:
(see graphical development in figure 3.17)
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reflecting point 2
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px, py
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x
91=4O--e
e2+1O:=el

Figure 3.17: Reflecting points in the 80 degrees angled dihedral. R is constant. In the position
eb reflecting points are found, but not in the position ea.
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mathematical development:
R=distance source to corner
coordinate x of the source px: Rcos(40-te)
coordinate y of the source py: Rsen(40+9)
coordinates x and y of the mirror point 1: rn 1: (px , -py)
coordinates x and y of the mirror point 2: rn2: (-Psin92, Rcos92)
geometrical considerations:

02=Ol-lO=40-()"10

01=40-0

replacing these considerations in rn2:
m2:(m2x, m2y): (-Rsin(30-()), Rcos(30-()) )
plane PI: A(l, 0)
plane2 P2: f.l (a, b)
b=cosl0=0.984807
a=sin 10=0.1736481
a/b= 0.17627
line that contains the two mirror points m 1 and m2:
(px, py) + r(px-m2x, -py-m2y )=(px, py) + r(px+Rsint)2, -py-Rcost)2 )

(11)

intersection PI with line: both coordinates x and y of the plane PI and the line (11) have to be
equal.
A=px+ r1 (px+ Rsin(30-()))
O=-py+ r1 (-py- Rcos(30-()))

(12)

intersection P2 with line: both coordinates x and y of the plane P2 and the line (11) have to be
equal.
af.l=px+ r2 (px + R sin(30-()))
bf.l=-py+ r2 (-py- Rcos(30-()))

(13)

solving both pair of equations (12) and (13) tl and t2 are given by:

r1 =-pyl [ py + Rcos(30-())J = -pyl [ py + m2yJ
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(14)

r2 = {[(-a *pylb)-px]/[px+Rsin(30-B)]}/{1 + [(Py+Rcos(3 0B))*]/[px+Rsin(30-B)]} =
= {[(-a*pylb)-px]/[px-m2x]}/{1+[(py+m2y)*aIb}/[px-m2x])

(15)

We have found a closed expression to describe the possible values of'!l and 't2, and if we
continue we would find expressions for A.. and Il. This means that there are always two points
of intersection, so two points in the dihedral where the ray reflects and comes back directly to
the source, for e6 (0,40 degrees). The problem is: the values of't do not depend on R, but
the position of those reflecting points depends on R. There will not be reflecting points in all
the cases, it will depend on which is the distance between the antenna and the target.
Looking at the figure 3.17 it can be seen that not for all the values of there are reflecting
points. For example, for a positive e the two points are found, but not for a negative e close
to -35 degrees.
There will be the two reflecting points or there will not be, depending on R and on

e

e.

This is illustrated in the following example (see fig 3.18). Note that the sizes are given in cm
and angles are given in degrees.
ml
R=8cm

dihedrol=60cm
reflecting point 2

(0.57 ,3.23)

y

/
Figure 3.18: The reflecting points in a 80 degrees angled dihedral reflector.
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R=8 8=25
px=8 cos(40+25) =3. 3809
py=8 sin(40+25) = 7.225046
replacing the values ofR and e in the expressions of'tl and 't2 (I4) and (IS):
1:1 =-0.47555007

1:2=-0.6890

and now replacing those values of both 't in the equation of the line (II), it gives the two
points in the surface of the dihedral.:
1st point: (J.44Jcm, Oem)
2nd point: (0.57cm , 3.23em)

But if instead of using centimeters we use meters, the coordinates of the points go out of the
physical comer domain. This means that depending on the distance between the source and the
comer, this double reflection will occur or will not occur.

Using our real case as a reference, the same calculations are carried out with R=S.S m.
9=25 degrees
px=2.32 m
py=4.98m
m2x=-0.47 m
m2y=S.479 m
't1=-0.4763
1:2=-0.6902
replacing those values in the line with equation (11)
1st point: (1.0087 m, 0)
2nd point: (0.394 m, 2.22 m)

In our case, the source in so far from the target, that it will never get anything else than the
mirror reflection, for any value of 9.
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In order to have an idea of which should be the range ofR that allows to receive a double
reflection, it has been calculated R for 8=0,8 =35, almost all the azimuth span, in positive
directions ( negative directions are symmetric to the positive):
8=0 degrees:
x coordinate of the source px=R 0.76604m
x coordinate of the mirror point2: m2x=-0.5m
y coordinate of the source py=R 0.64278m
y coordinate of the mirror point2:m2y=0.866m

rl=-0.42601
r2 =-0.57399
The x and y coordinates of the reflecting points on the dihedral surface have to be in the
physical dihedral domain, it means that x has to be always between 0 and 0.6m and y has to be
between 0 and 0.5908m. The line equation (11) give us the coordinates of the reflecting points
on the surface of the dihedral. Replacing the value of 'tl will give the coordinates of the 1st
point, and replacing the value of't2 will give us the coordinates of the 2nd point.

1st point:
px+T1 (px-m2x)<=0.6
-py+rl (-py-m2y)<=0

R<=2.64m

2nd point
px+r2(px-m2x)<=0.6m
-py+ r2 (-py-m2y) < =0. 5908m

taking the more restrictive: R<=0.2232m

8=35 degrees :
px= RO.2588m
m2x=R 0.087155m
py=RO.965925m
m2y=R 0.99619m
't1 =-0.4922
't2=-0.829
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R<=15.24m
R<=0.2232m

Replacing the new values of 1: in the equations above :
1st point:
2nd point

R<=3.44m
R<=5.1499m

R<=0.8942m

Now, following all the restrictions from all the inequalities at the same time will give us the
maximum R to get double reflection in the receiver for all the azimuth angles.In our case, for
the dimensions of our corner, R has to be <=0.2232. IfR is less that 22.3 em, there will be
mono static contribution for all the azimuth span.
This is only a theoretical calculation, because first is impossible to calculate the completed
RCS if the source is inside the corner, it would be only possible to calculate the RCS in a
limited azimuth span. Second, it is not very usual to put the source so close to the corner point,
the measurements usually are done with a larger distance between target and source,
basically because in the real radar measurements the distances between source and target are
considerably longer. This means that the first situation is not practical and not very realistic.
Theoretically, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to receive one mono static
contribution (in one single direction angle) for every e, if the source is close enough.
In order to apply the theory in our practical situation, we conclude that in our measurements
there will not be mono static contribution, only the previously described mirror reflection.
•
dihedral reflector angled 100 degrees:
(see graphical development in figure 3.19)
ml

ml

v

Figure 3.19: Mirror points theory applied to the 100 degrees angled dihedral reflector.
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As it can be seen in the graphical development of the problem, in this case no scattering points
are found with this method. The method is good enough to find the points where the ray
reflects, and it means that this case is even worse than the case of 90 degrees angled corner
reflector. There will be no monostatic contribution, in any case, even if the source is located
close to the corner.
Mathematical demonstration:
coordinates of the source: (px, py)
coordinates of mirror pointl ml: (px, -py)
geometrical considerations:

81=50-8
82=81+ 10
coordinates of mirror point2 m2:

(m2x,m2y):(-Rsin82, Rcos(2)
replacing these considerations in m2:
m2: (-Rsin(60-8) , Rcos(60-8))

px=Rcos(50+ 8)
py=Rsin(50+ 8)

Plane PI: A(1 , 0)
PlaneP2: p(-sinl0, cosIO)

p (0.1736, 0.9848)

line that joints the two mirror points :

(px,-py)+{px-m2x, -py-m2y)=
=(px, -py) + (Rcos(50+ 8) +Rsin(60-8) , -Rsin(50+ 8 )-Rcos(60-8))

(16)

intersection PI with line: both coordinates x and y from the plane PI and the line (16) have to
be equal:

A=Rcos(50+ 8) + 1:1 [Rcos(50+ 8 )Rsin(60-8)J
0=-Rsin(50+ 8) + 1:1[-Rsin(50+ 8 )-Rcos(60-8)J
solving the system (17) the value of 1:1 is given by:
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(17)

T1={-Rsin(50+B))/{Rsin(50+B)+Rcos(60-B)]

(18)

e

for a value of between 0 and 50 degrees:

8=0 T1 =-0. 605
8=50 T1= -0.5
B =25 T1=-0.5411

replacing these values of

't

in the equation of the line (16) , the intersection points are found:

8=0 degrees
8= 50 degrees
8= 25 degrees

point= R(-0.27 , 0)
point= R( -0.17 0)
point R( -0.19 0)
J

J

Note that the y coordinates of the points given above, were not exactly 0 when were
calculated because of the finite decimals in the calculator. They have to be 0 , and the numbers
were so small that can be considered O.

It is enough to calculate only one reflecting point, because it already gives an idea of what
happens. The same analysis for the second plane gives the reflecting point in the plane x>O,
y<0. It is easy to see in figure 3.20 where the points are, and why they can not be considered
as a real reflecting points.

Figure 3.20: Evolution of the reflecting points location in the 100 degrees angled dihedral
according to the mirror points theory.
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We are taking 9 from 0 degrees to 50 degrees, positive values, 9=0 degrees, 9=50 degrees,
9=25 degrees as a representative points, and for those values of 9 the x coordinate of the
reflecting point goes from -O.27R to -0. 1736R. When 9 is close to 50 degrees, x tends to 0.1736R. Never the x coordinate will take values bigger than -0. 1736R , x positive direction,
because further than 9=50 degrees there is no double reflection. The points that are given by
solving the equations always will be out of the physical comer domain. Two points are found
just because G. O. assumes infinite planes, but the physical domain of the comers is finite, and if
the points are out of this domain it must be assumed that there will not be monostatic
reflection.

Mirror reflection in the dihedrals:
There is a zone in the azimuth domain where the source receives mirror reflection, coming
directly from the flat plate to the source. This direct reflection will be added to the signal
coming from the double reflection, in the case that there is.
See figure 3.21 as an illustration of the two contributions over a certain angular range. The
three cases corresponding to the three different dihedrals are depicted in order to see where
this direct contribution comes from, in every case.

figure 3.210)

xmin

figure 3.21b)

(px4,py4)

y

~.

.

Figure 3.21 : ex. and p are the span angles where the mirror reflection is added to the double
reflection. Out of these zones there is only double bounce effect, if the source is close enough.
a) case of the 90 angled dihedral
0
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b) case of 80· angled dihedral
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Figure 3.21-c: a. and f3 are the span angles where mirror reflection is added to the double
reflection. Case dihedral angled 100 degrees.
For the 90 degrees dihedral there is a constant contribution in all the azimuth span, and in a.
and f3 the mirror reflection is added to that constant contribution coming from the comer
point. That mirror reflection generates the two sinc functions in both sides of the pattern.
In the case of the dihedral angled 80 degrees, the azimuth span, where there is mirror
reflection is smaller than in the other cases and it is added to the double reflection that the feed
receives (ifit is close enough) in every e. It is difficult to predict how will be the pattern,
because the double reflection is different for every e, but it will not differ very much from the
far field RCS in the center of the azimuth range. Both contributions can be added or
subtracted, depending on their phase. At least we can say that there will be a pair of peaks.
But if we try to give a prediction of the dihedral angled 100 degrees it will not be very far from
the reality. This dihedral does not produce any monostatic contribution for any R according to
G.O. The source only receives the mirror reflection between a. and f3, and it means that in a
big azimuth span the RCS will be the corresponding to a flat plate in near field (in both sides,
+ and -), and in the center of the azimuth span will be almost nothing. The correction applied
to this dihedral reflector should work almost perfectly because the two sinc functions are
almost independent.

Conclusions: It has been demonstrated analyzing a good example of multi-scatterers target that
in near field (spherical wave) the level of the pattern is always lower than in far field (plane
wave) because the source only receives monostatic contribution. The compact range, as we
saw before receives all the necessary information to form the far field RCS . But we have seen
that in some cases, depending on comer geometry, the source can receive more or less energy.
If the angle is big ,lets say at least bigger than 90 degrees, the radiation that the source
receives becomes low. On the other side, if the angle is smaller than 90, the radiation that the
source receives can be bigger, depending where is that source located.
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This analysis together with the analysis build up in the last chapter and [8] shows the different
sets of energy that contribute to the Res pattern, in far-field and in near field. In the case of
the three spheres we saw that the correction did not reconstruct the far field patter very
properly. The total response was fonned for several contributions, that the impossibility to
separate them due to the interaction and the loss of some sets of energy in the near field made
the correction to fail. In the case of the dihedral the interaction is even worse. There are a big
number of different contributions. The loss of radiation is much bigger, and the effects in the
near field measurement are evident.
G.O. method is still not good enough to explain why in the real near field measured data of
these dihedrals present a signal with oscilating level between -10 and 10 dB or between -5 and
5 dB.
The several contributions are added to fonn the response. The correction will be applied to the
total response, not to each contribution separately. Ifwe analyze each contribution separately,
then the extrapolation algorithm is applied to each contribution, and then all the contributions
corrected are added, the result will not be the same than correcting all together. Basically it is
an impossible physical process, impossible to build up in a laboratory.
Furthennore, in the case that worked, if there are some contributions that are not received in
the probe antenna in a near field measurement, then they can not be corrected. So in the
reconstruction of the far field pattern by summing all the corrected contributions, some of them
would miss, and the correct pattern never would be reached.
The correction process is a convolution and the linearity of the convolution allows to
decompose it in several addents. Then if the convolution can be decomposed in different parts,
the correction process can be made for every singlecontribution and then added. But if one of
those contributions is not well corrected, like the interaction between scatterers [2] the
posterior addition will always give a wrong corrected pattern. In the case of the dihedral the
mirror reflection will be corrected but no the double reflection, and the reconstructed pattern
as basically an adition of the two contributions never will be correct.

D(u) = LqnS(u - 27l11! L) = Lqn(a(u - 2711l! L) + b(u - 27l11! L) + c(u - 27l11! L»

=
(19)

The function S can be decomposated in three contributions (equation 19). The correction
process seems to be the result of the addition of the all corrected contributions. But if some
contributions are not well corrected then the result will not be good. Furthermore, maybe some
contributions will be well known but some others will be completelly unknown. We will never
be able to predict the corrected patterns by descomposing the measurement in more simple
corrected responses.
Besides, the comer reflector is a well known target. All the different sets of energy
contributing to the ReS are well analyzed. But in the case of other targets, it would be really
difficult to build up the same work That makes almost impossible to measure the ReS
responses by separating all the contributions, and then trying to correct them.
The correction of the two specular peaks ( ± 45 degrees) separately of the rest of the
measurement is difficult to believe. The response in that position is basically the addition of
two contributions, the sinc from flat plate reflection, and the bistatic contribution (the double
bounce effect). P.O. method instead ofG.O method applied to the dihedral shows that the
mirror reflection (the sinc function) will stay during a considerable angular range. It has been
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demonstrated that in near field measurements the double reflection is not received, so it can not
be corrected. Together with the fact that the different contributions of a certain target can not
be corrected separately because the result would not be the same, the difficulty to trust the
corrected dihedral near field pattern shown in [2] is much more clear.
To complete the investigation about the comer reflector and the participation of the flat plate
reflection in the resulting Res it was measured in the anechoic chamber a single flat plate half
covered with absorbent material. The effect of the absorber will be to simulate an offset flat
plate response. The plate response contributing in the dihedral ReS corresponds to an offset
flat plate, because the center of the plate is not centered in the origin. The half covered flat
plate simulates that offset plate.
The half covered plate was measured in exactly the same conditions than the dihedral
measurement. The pattern of a flat plate ReS has to be a sine function [l,fig 6.2, P 232]. And
in [10] was demonstrated that the ReS of an offset bar is the same than the ReS of a centered
bar. Because the ReS is only measured in the horizontal plane, the ReS of the flat plate and
the ReS of the bar do not present any difference.
It is obvious that if the near field measurement ofthe flat plate is corrected perfectly when it is
measured in the same conditions than the comer, the problem in the correction of the dihedral
is the multiple contributions.
In figure 3.22a) and 3.22b) it is shown the uncorrected and corrected ReS of an offset flat
plate. The correction was performed with the 1.5 meters bar as a reference bar. Although there
are some errors in the measurement the effect of the well performed correction can be seen in
that figure. In figure 3.23 are depicted the measured Res of a centered plate in near field and
the corrected near field.
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Figure 3.22 a): The measured ReS of an simulated offset flat plate. v-v polarization.
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Figure 3.22 b): The corrected pattern of the offset flat plate.

Figure 3.23: Measured near field ReS of a centered flat plate (top). The corrected pattern
(bottom). v-v polarization.
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3.3.3.5 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS RAY,RA Y80 AND RA YIOO

In order to complete our theoretical development about the three dihedrals, and in order to
have something to compare with the real measurements, were designed three programs in
FORTRAN code to compute the dihedrals near field ReS. First it was made the graphical
study, seen in the last section, and then the software was designed, based on that geometrical
work. The three programs make a picture of those expected ReS, giving an idea about how
should be the real shapes. Very simple considerations were taken into account to calculate the
field. Only mirror reflection, diffraction on the comer point and double reflection were
considered.
The computation is also based in G.O analysis, and this method misses some considerations
that P.O. takes into account. This simplifies even more the approximation. In the case that the
predicted ReS are very different to the real measurements, then it would be necessary to think
about including another kind of phenomenon that have not been taken into account because
they seemed to be less important (like diffraction of the borders, for example). This could leave
a door opened to posterior research, to complete this work.
The phenomenon of the diffraction on the borders of the flat plates was not taken into account
nor other contribution of second and third order, and another special phenomenons like
creeping waves or traveling waves were considered unimportant. The consideration of those
effect would difficult our work which only tries to give an idea of the comer behavior.
The calculation of the scattered field is based on the expression found using P.O. theory. The
simplified expression is:

where:
f(8) is the effect ofthe antenna radiation pattern
L is the distance between the source and the reflecting point
a and b are constants which depend on the type of source used.
In our program to simplity the calculations a dipole was assumed as a source and those
constants are: a=l/jk and b=1I(jk)2
After replacing the constants for their values and adding the two contributions, the direct
mirror reflection, and the double reflection the formula looks like this:

1
- -Jk'-'(--+
E -e
jk~

1 ) . f(O) +e-Jk~( --+---::1
1)

(jk~ )2

jk~

(jk~)2

where the first term is the mirror reflection and the second one is the double reflection.
The first term contains the function of the antenna radiation pattern because the beam always
points direction the comer point, that is the signal will affected by a 1 (the max. of the beam).
The contribution coming from the flat plate will not be affected by the maximum of the beam
but by the value of the beam in the angle 8.
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Program Ray.for
This program simulates the near field RCS pattern of a 90 degrees angled dihedral.
The program does a loop between 0 and 90 degrees, taking as the 0, the x axis.
For every angle it does:
- calculates the source coordinates x and y : see figure 51 a) : x = cos a ; y = sin a
where ex. is the angle respect the x axis.
- if these coordinates are in the mirror reflection domain (x<0.6 y<0.6) then it calculates the
total reflected field adding the mirror reflection to the signal coming from the corner point.
- if these coordinates are out of the mirror reflection domain then it does the mirror reflection 0
by giving to Ll the value ofa very big number.
Only in this case the effect of the antenna beam was taken into account. Because of the source
is far from the target, the angle traced from the source to both sides of the plate is very small.
This means that the azimuth span where there will be mirror reflection is very small, and the
variations in the signal amplitude caused by the beam of the antenna are really unimportant.
See in Appendix 1 the values of the field received in the antenna, in two cases, taking into
account the radiation pattern of the antenna, and not taking into account it. To simplify the
calculations it will not be included in the next simulations.
A comparison between the simulated pattern and a real near field measurement is illustrated in
figure 3.24.
The real measurement is closely approximated by the computation in the zone of the mirror
reflection. The two peaks are quite well described with the G.O. method. But is clear that in
the center of the span other phenomenons have to be taken into account. G.O. can not explain
the depression on the central part of the pattern and the other effects that make both patterns a
bit different.

3 0 . , - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _----.

l$

Figure 3.24: Comparison between the simulated near field pattern with a flat shape in the
center of the angular range and the real measurement with the depression in the center and the
two relative maxima in ~ ± 20
0

•
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Program cosn.for:
To simulate the antenna radiation pattern in a closed expression it was build up another
program in FORTRAN to draw the function cosines raised to n.
By giving to the program the desired n the program gives the values of the function (cosx)n .
The antenna pattern can be modeled with a certain (cos) n , the one which fits more with the
original shape.
It was found that (cosx) 16 is the most similar function to the real radiation pattern, at least the
values between -30 and 30 degrees (that is the useful span angle) are really close to the real
function, and using another n no closer values are found.

Program Ray80.for
This program does a simulation of the 80 degrees angled dihedral near field RCS.
The calculations done in this program also follow all the geometrical analysis build up in the
last section, and uses exactly the same formulas. It is easy to calculate the points xmin,xmax,
ymin, ymax, by geometrical design, because all the angles involved in this calculations are 10
degrees (see figure 3.18)

Xmin

0.6sinlOo= 0.104

= 0.6sinlOo= 0.104
Ymax = 0.6 cos 5° = 0.59

Ymin

The program does for every angle:
- Calculates the source coordinates x and y
X

Rcosa

y

= Rsin a

40· +9=a.

- Calculates the mirror point x and y coordinates of the source respect the plane 2 (ml,m2)
in terms of a..:
ml =-Rsin(70· - a.)
m2=Rcos(70· - a.)
(see G.O. development)
- Tracing a line between that mirror point and the source, and searching the intersection
between this line and the plane2 the reflecting point which scatters directly to the receiver will
be found (mirror reflection). The program calculates directly the 't (tl) value of the line, and
the x and y coordinates of this point replacing this 't value on the line expression.

+ 't (p x -m I , P y -m 2) plane2: J.1(0.1736 , 0.9848)
The coordinates of this point will be: x = Px + '(Px - m) ) ; y = Py + ,(py

line: (p x , P y

)
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-

m2 )

- If these coordinates are in the mirror reflection domain of the plane2 or the source
coordinates are in the mirror reflection domain of plane I (between xmin and xmax or between
ymin and ymin, see figure 3.18), that is, in both sides where there is mirror reflection, then the
first contribution of the total field (the direct one) is calculated.

- Then it calculates 't2 and 'tl using expressions (7) and (8) , and with this 't values it
calculates the x and y coordinates of those points which give the double reflection (replacing
those 't values in the line expression (4)
- If these coordinates are in the physical domain of the comer the second contribution will be
calculated (the double reflection), but in the case of a comer with our dimensions we never
will obtain this double reflection, so the program always will make it 0 by given to L2 a very
large value.
In figure 3.25 it is showed the result ofthe simulation using raySO.
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Figure 3.25 : Simulated near field response for the SO· dihedral.

Prowam RayJOO.for

This program does a computation of the 100 degrees angled dihedral.
Between 0 and 10 degrees there is no mirror reflection, and from 90 to 100 degrees there is
no mirror reflection either.(see figure 3.1Sc)
The firts value of a where we find mirror reflection is in a= 10·. Then
Ymin= RcoslO· = 0.955
Ymax

=Ymin + 0.6 =1.55
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The program does for every angle:

- It calculates the x and y coordinates for the source.

x =Rcosa

y=Rsina

a.=50·-ra

- If those coordinates are in the mirror reflection domain of the plane2 ( ymin<y<ymax ) then it
calculates the coordinates of the mirror point respect plane 2 (ml,m2). It traces a line between
the source and the mirror point. The coordinates x and y will give us the intersection between
that line and plane 2. The program calculates directly the value oft (t). Ll will be the
distance between that point on plane 2 and the source (lengthl)

ml=-R sin(I 10· - a)
line: (p x , P y

)

+ 't

m2=Rcos(llO· - a) (see G.O. development)
plane2: Jl(-0.1736, 0.9848)

(p x -m I , P y -m 2 )

- If the x coordinate of the source is between 0 and 0.6, then Ll will be ys, the y coordinate of
the source, and it means that the source will receive mirror reflection coming from the planel.
- There is no double reflection, so the second term of the total field is affected by a O.
In figure 3.26 it is showed the result of the simulation using ray 100.
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Figure 3.26: Simulated near field response of the 100· dihedral.
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According to the results obtained in the simulations using G.O. method can be concluded that
our simulation is insufficient to explain all the effects contributing in the near field RCS
patterns. However a good aproximations to the real RCS are depicted in the resulting pictures.
Although the main effects are identificated another contributions should be included in the
simulation in order to obtain a more perfect RCS pattern. (see dihedral near field
measurements in section 3.3.3). The codes of the three programs are included in Appendix 2.

Some considerations about diffraction components in near-fiel dihedral measurements
Our simple models are close to the real measurements, but specially in the near field
computation it can be seen that something in the theoretical model is missing. Around the
center of the azimuth span the theoretical model is not accurate enough, and it could be
because of the effect of the diffraction. An explanation about the influence of the diffraction in
near field can be modeled also with GO method:
- In near field when the source is rotating it always points with the maximum of the beam to
the corner point. When the source is in 9=0· then it receives the diffraction from the central
point with the maximum of the transmiting-receiving antenna, but the diffraction received from
the edges is affected by f{9) (the beam of the antenna function of angle) with a certain value of
9. Due to the source is far from the dihedral (5.5m is much bigger compared with 0.6m) this
value of 9 will be very small. It means that the contribution coming from the edges will be
multiplied by a number close to 1 (at least 0.9). When the source rotates, in one side or to the
other side of the O· azimuth, always the angle between the source and one edge increases,
and the angle between the source and the other edge decreases. Furthermore, the source is still
far from the dihedral, and the angles involved in the geometrical problem are very small.
Consequently, when the source rotates the value of the antenna beam at these angles is almost
constant. The effects of the path length that the ray follows can produce constructive or
destructive interferences, that is the rays can be added or subtracted depending on the phase
which depends on the length of the path. The wavelength is 3cm, the variations will be every
1J4, that is every 0.75cm. R=5.5m, according to the geometrical situation, for instance in 9=0,
the distance between the source and one edge will be 5.093401, that is a difference of almost
0.5m with the signal coming from the corner point. In 0.5m with a rate of one variation every
0.75cm it makes 66.6 variation in 0.5m (illustrated in figure 3.27).

1jl=45degrees

5.5

Figure 3.27: Geometrical model used to calculate the differences of length between the
diffracted ray coming from the edge and the ray coming from the corner point on 9=0
0
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The differences in the path length will produce differences on the phase of both signals. Both
contributions, the one from the comer and the one from the edge will be added, their
amplitudes can be almost equal, but the result of the addition will present the ripples, due to
their differences of phase. A slight difference in length can produce fast variations in phase
because the wavelength is small.
The conclusion is as follows: The diffraction causes the ripples on the pattern (see figures 3.11
,3.12). But we still do not know what causes the differences in near field between the levels
around ± 22 degrees in the real measurement and in the computed pattern. Mathematical
expressions should be applied in order to find out how the diffraction varies with the azimuth
angle, and ifthere are other factors in the diffraction formulas that can increase or decrease
the value of the signal when changes. In fig. 3.28 the most important contributions on the
near field dihedral ReS are shown.

e

B

Figure 3.28: The source on position A receives four main contributions, both diffractions, the
signal from the comer, and the mirror reflection. The source in position B does not receives
the mirror reflection.
More investigation on this subject would be interesting in order to observe if the effects of the
diffraction are relevant or compared with the effect of the direct rays are unimportant.

3.4 SOME EFFECTS OBSERVED IN THE MEASUREMENTS
Some measurement considerations and observed effects are extensively described in this
section in order to explain why sometimes unexpected results are obtained. In some cases the
consequences of this phenomenons in our measured and processed data will be really
unimportant, but in some cases it is necessary to take special care in some of the proceedings.
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Edge etTects

We have seen in figures 3.3-3.4 that both test zone fields, corrected and uncorrected, are not
exact plane waves. The amplitude of the ripples on the corrected test zone field is less than 0.5
dB. This is good enough to trust the correction, at least in the limits where we consider that
the results are satisfactory, that is around ± 15
The sine function over this span angle is
not yet perfect, because the test zone field is not a plane wave. The perfect sinxlx pattern is
only in a limited range of angles, around the origin and only during some lobes. If a perfect
plane wave was desired, it should be build from the limited part of the ReS bar pattern which
is still a perfect sine.
When the angular range of the pattern is limited, the test zone field will be planar.
0

•

Using the program Thinout, integrated in March Microwave software it is possible to limit the
angular range of the measurement between the angles desired. Thinout was applied to the
The reference bar was also "cut",
uncorrected bar measurement to "cut" it between ± 30
between ± 15 so that the correction was done only between -30 and 30 degrees. Figure
3.29 represents the uncorrected and corrected test zone field, but taking into account only the
measurement between -30 and 30 degrees.
0

0

•
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Figure 3.29: In doted line the uncorrected response. In continuous line, the corrected one. V-V
polarization.
In order to see the evolution to a really flat wave, the same procedure was applied again to the
test bar measurement to limit it between± 15· . To correct the bar measured
between± 15' is enough to use the reference bar measurement between ± 7.5 The sine is
almost perfect between -15· and 15· , so the test zone field is uniform in phase and amplitude.
See in figure 3.30 both test zone fields, the uncorrected and the corrected one,
corresponding to the bar measurement in this angular range.
0
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Far from resulting everytime a test zone field more plane, the results are worse for more
limited span angles. There is a new problem called the edge effect.
Theoretically, the Fourier transform of an infinite sinc function is a perfect rectangular
function, but in our case the angular span is limited. The Fourier transform of a measured and
finite sinc function will have a rectangular shape, with ripples, and some elevations in the
edges, see figure 3.3 L

F (ideal sine) =

F(realslnc)

=

~

Figure 3.31: Fourier transform of an infinite (ideal) and a finite (real) sinx/x function.
The more limited is the sinc (smaller span angle), bigger is that effect, and the pretended
plane wave is worse every time Thinout program is applied to the sinc with narrower span
angle.

In order to remove the effect of the edge, the ripples on the RCS surface and to get a perfect
plane wave it is possible to use the program Spectrum.
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This program calculates the one way test zone field. When the program does the Fourier
transformation to the sinc function, automatically applies the window removing the effect of
the edge and giving an almost perfect plane wave.
The window applied is called Kaiser-Bessel window and it consists on a simple multiplication
ofthe measured sinc with the window function (a convolution in Fourier domain). The result
of this multiplication transformed will give a perfect plane test zone field.
The process was as follows:
The bar measured data between ± 45 was 'thinned" between -15 and +15· , corrected
with the reference bar also "thinned" . Then the test zone field was calculated using
Spectrum. The same was done with the sinc "thinned" between -30 and +30 degrees.
The results of those processes are shown in figures 3.32 and 3.33. In these figures it can be
seen how the test zone field got from the limited sinc functions are almost perfectly plane, the
result of an inverse Fourier transformation and the application of the window.
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Figure 3.32: Test zone field of the bar measurement between ± 30 calculated using a
window.
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0

calculated using a

Conclusion: By removing the edge effect due to the non infinity of the functions used, it can be
demonstrated that if the RCS pattern of a measurement is a sinx/x, the test zone field is a
perfect plane wave. And it means that the correction is perfect, because that plane wave will
be the one which will affect in all the measurements done afterwards.

•

Constant signals in azimuth

Sometimes some signals received in the measurements do not depend on the azimuth angle.
This effect will be clearly seen in the time domain graphic. This constant signals could be due
to several reasons:
•
•
•
•

crosspolar signal coming directly from the transmitter to the receiver
direct reflection on one of the mirrors
signal reflected on the tum table.
etc..

It is difficult to determinate the cause and even more difficult to avoid them, because in the
most of the cases they are a consequence of the devices that we are using. But in some cases it
will be possible to remove them using a gate.

In the gating process to remove these constant signals it is important to be careful with
possible damages in the reflection coming from the target. Sometimes that constant signals in
azimuth are very close to the target reflection. In that cases the design of the gate has to be
done very carefully, otherwise some target response can be also removed.
It would be necessary to find out if this constant signal disturbs a lot the measurement or if it is
not a very important effect. The effect of a constant signal in azimuth is a peak in the test
zone field. The RCS depends on the azimuth, and the test zone field depends on the cross
range, and both are related by a Fourier transform. The transform of a constant signal is a
peak. Theoretically, the transform of a infinite constant signal is a delta, but in the real
measurements there are only finite constant signals, big enough to be considerated almost
infinite, but with a peak as a transform.

F[

---+------:.-1

F[

finite consfant signal

O(f)

(infinite constant signal)

]

peak

A practical example is given to illustrate this effect:
The 1.5 m bar, used as a reference bar, was first gated between ± O.6m (minimun gate was
± O.53m). The test zone field calculated from the measurement ofthe bar presented a peak in
the center of the cross range.
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In figure 3.34 is showed the plotted contour of the time domain picture taking horizontal
planes at different dB values, and it can be seen in down range -O.5m (aprox) the constant
signal in azimuth causing the peak.
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Figure 3.34: Contour ofthe time domain graphic at different dB levels. H-H polarization.
In figure 3.35 the illustration of the test zone field, with the peak in cross range at
approximately 0 meters, and the effect of the field curvature is also visible in the picture_
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Figure 3.35: Uncorrected test zone field with the peak in cross range at 0 m.
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It was performed a new gate, this time between ± O.Sm to remove this constant signal. It can
be seen in the picture that also some of the bar reflection was removed.
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Figure 3.36: Contourn plot of the time domain bar graphic gated between ± O.5m.

In figure 3.36 the contourn plot of the bar gated between ±O.5m is depicted. The constant
signal in azimuth has dissappeared, without cutting any important part of the bar signal.

In figure 3.37 the test zone field corresponding to the bar gated between ± O.Sm is shown.
The peak has dissapeared. The part of the bar reflection gated was small, but enough to
remove the information that generated the ripples on the field surface.
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Figure 3.37: Test zone field of the bar gated between ± O.Sm.
The measured reference bar data, gated between ± O.Sm, was used as a reference bar again to
see if the correction process could be affected after that signal was removed.
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In picture 3.38 are illustrated the RCS patterns of the dihedral corrected with the reference
bar gated between ± 0.5m and ± 0.6m .There are not differences between both patterns, or the
differences are unimportant.
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Figure 3.38: Corrected dihedrals measured in H-H polarization with bar gated between ± 0.5
and ± 0.6 m, respectively.
In figure 3.39 is shown the contourn plot of the reference bar time domain graphic gated
between ± 0.3. A lot ofimportant bar information has been removed, and in this case the
correction proces will give a completely wrong result.
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Figure 3.39: Contourn plot of the time domain bar measurement gated between

± 0.3m.

Illustration of the last gated test zone field is in figure 3.40. The wave is more planar than in
other cases, almost all the ripples have been removed because a lot of information of the target
has disappeared.
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Figure 3.40: Test zone field after a gate of ± O.3m.
To remove important information coming from the bar reflection affects in the calculation of
the coefficients, and in the posterior correction. In order to illustrate a comparison between the
corrected dihedral with the reference bar gated between ± 0.6m and the corrected dihedral
with the reference bar gated between ± 0.3m both patterns are depicted in figure 3.41. The
loss oflevel in the pattern is relevant, and the shape of the pattern is different as well, specially
in the angles around 45· .
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Figure 3.41: In doted lines below the RCS of the dihedral corrected with the reference bar
gated betwen 0.3m. Above, in continuous line, the RCS of the dihedral corrected with the
reference bar gated between 0.6m.

It is possible to remove some constant contributions using gates narrower than the minimum
allowed, but only if the portion of the signal removed coming from the target is so small that
posterior processing will not be affected at all. However, it has been proved that the correction
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is not affected by this constant signals. The options of removing or not removing this constant
signals depends on the desired accuracy on the process.

Different target sizes in the construction of the coefficients

!

The program QZCAL is the part of the software used to process the data files which
calculates the test zone field corresponding to the measurement and the correction coefficients.
It calculates the coefficients taking into account the size of the reference bar. The target which
will be corrected with those coefficient has to have a length in the horizontal plane equal or
smaller than the length of the reference bar. The QZCAL program calculates a number of
coefficients to correct a target with the biggest possible length, the length of the reference bar.
Depending on the size of the target, then the program takes less or more coefficients, from
that calculated set. For instance, if the reference bar is 1.S meters long, the program calculates
a certain number of coefficients for a target 1.S meters long, and if the target under correction
is smaller then it takes only the corresponding number of those calculated coefficients,
according with the target size. As already indicated in last chapter the most important
coefficients are around the center, and the rest do not affect very much the process.
When a larger target size is chosen in the program, more coefficients are obtained. But new
coefficients will be at wider angular positions, so that their contribution will be less important.
To illustrate this a practical example is given. The correction of the dihedral was done with
coefficients corresponding to a target with a size of 1m, l.4m, 1.Sm and 1.7m.
The correction will not change very much in the three first cases, but it will fail in the last one,
because a target bigger than the reference bar was trying to be corrected. In figures 3.42 are
depicted the different corrections of the dihedral corresponding to target sizes of 1. Sm, 1m,
l.4m. There are not changes between the three corrections as expected.
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b) Correction with coefficients
corresponding to a target with size 1m.
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c) Correction with coefficients corresponding to a target with size of 1.4 m.
Figure 3 A2: Different dihedral corrections using different target sizes alway between the size
of the dihedral and the length of the reference bar.
In figure 3A2d is depicted the pattern of the dihedral corrected with coefficient calculated from
the 1.5 m bar but required to correct a target 1.7 m long. It is clear that the correction is even
worse in this case because the requirement of a target size smaller than the referemce bar has
not been observed. There will not be coefficients enough to correct properly the pattern of the
target.
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Figure 3.42d: Dihedral corrected with a target size input equal to 1.7 m.

In figure 3 A3 the different sets of coefficients are shown, calculated for several target sizes.
The three patterns corresponding to 1m, 1.5m, lAm target size are quite similar, big values
around the center, and small values in the sides. The level values of the coefficients are similar
as well. In the case of 1m there are less coefficients than in the case of lA or 1.5, but those
new coefficients depicted in the case of 1. 4m, for example, and missing in the case of 1m, are
so small that they do not affect to the correction. The coefficients for the case of 1. 7m target
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size are also depicted. It should be noted that the values on the edges are larger than in the
center, and they generate a corrected pattern even worse than the original near field pattern.
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Chapter 4
ISAR IMAGING. EFFECT OF THE CORRECTION PROCESS IN THE
IMAGES

In previous chapters concepts about Res measurements of simple targets and more complex
ones have been discussed in detail. The ReS measurements of those targets do not give an
idea about the structure of the target and about the reflectivity distribution properties. By
applying a mathematical method, reflectivity behavior of the object can be visualized, giving
an idea of the target structure. This can be used for different purposes, but one of them can be
the recognition of objects. A short outline of this process will be given in this chapter. The
imaging of simple and our complex targets is given as well. A set of images corresponding to
the uncorrected and corrected responses for all the targets studied in this work, is showed. The
failure of the correction techniques in some kind of targets is also reflected in the process of
the imaging. Finally, the image gating applied to the dihedral reflector measurement will
provide us to new ideas about the possibility to correct separately the different contributions
on the comer response to obtain the proper far-field pattern.

4.1ISAR IMAGING THEORY
To determinate the object's scattering properties, we should be able to visualize those parts of
the object that stimulate the scattered field. A graphic of the spatial configuration of current
density in the volume occupied by the object would give the mechanism responsible of the
scattered field.
The IEEE definition [15] states: " an image is a spatial distribution of physical properties such
as radiation, electric charge, conductivity, or reflectivity, mapped from another distribution of
either the same or another physical property."
The image must provide the spatial description of the object's physical property of interest.
The principal applications for radar images are [15]:
•
•
•
•

Diagnostic investigations to identify and characterize radar reflectivity components of
complex objects.
Analytical and physical simulation of radar signatures for determining responses of radar
sensors.
Object recognition systems which use the image as an identifier unique to a particular
object.
Nondestructive and noninvasive testing for imaging through media that support radar
propagation.

There are several types of imaging as there are several ways to measure the scattered field of
an object. Depending on the technique used to measure the ReS the imaging can be:
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1- Linear SAR (synthetic aperture radar) imaging: an stationary object radiated by a radar
moving linearly along the line of cross range.

2- Spotlight SAR: an stationary object is illuminated by an antenna fixed on the objet, which
the viewing angle changes. Rotation of the antenna in a circle pointing to the target.
3- ISAR (inverse synthetic aperture radar): stationary radar views targets rotating about an
axis normal to the line of cross range.

Derivation of ISAR Images from the ReS measurements. Theoretical outline.
The imaged scattering properties of the three dimensional objects will be defined by a function
called the "reflectivity density function, denoted by g(x,y,z). The projection of this function on
a two dimensional plane will give us the image in two dimensions, down range and cross range,
denoted by g(x,y). The objective will be to obtain g(x,y) by processing the signal received from
all the azimuth span, that is the ReS response.

It is known that if the antenna probe is aligned with the y axis, the x coordinate will be the
cross range and the y coordinate the down range. When the object is rotated through any
angle q the down range and cross range coordinates become v and u respectively [15]. For a
fixed 8 , the signal from a particular range v is given by the reflectivity density integrated over
u for a fixed v.
oo

p(v, 8) ~

I g(J(U' v)du
-00

where: g(J(u,v)=g(x,y)
u=xcos8 -ysin8
v=xsin8 +ycos8

The function p(v,8)
onto the v axis.

is a linear integral consisting of a projection of the reflectivity density

The total received signal is the integral of signals along the projection modified by a phase
factor determined by the round-trip phase. If the propagation velocity in the medium is
constant, the signal is expressed within a complex constant by:

oooo

+oo

I

I I g(J(U' v)e-141ZVlldudv

-oo

-oo-a)

G(f, 8) = p(v, 8)e-141ZVlldv

(19)

The integral can be expressed with infinite limits because the integrand is zero outside the
bounded object. Substituting the v and u expressions, function ofx and y, on the expression
(19) :
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JJg(x.y)e-i 1r(ycos8+Xsn(J)/A.dxdy
GO GO

G{f, 8) =

4

f x =2(sina)/A

Ifvariable f x and f yare defined as:

(20)

f y =2 (COSa)/A then equation (20)

can be written :

G{fx,fy) =

J"" g(x, y)ei21r(fxX+fyY)dxdy

(21)

Equation (3) has been expressed as a two dimensional Fourier Transformation. If G(fxl fy)
were known for f x and f y running from - <X) to + <X) , g(x,y) could be readily determined by an
inverse Fourier transformation, resulting:

JJG(fx.fy}e-i21r(fxX+fYY)dfxdfy
00 00

g(x,y) =

(22)

-00-00

equation (21) and (22) form a two dimensional transform pair symbolized by:

where the function g(x,y) is the desired spatial function.
Function g(x,y) could be obtained by Fourier transforming G(fxl fy), which is related to the
observed data (the RCS measurement).
So, the steps to perform the image are:
•
•
•

Measurement of the object reflection function (RCS) G(f,a).
Conversion of this data to the spatial-frequency domain.
Fourier transform, that is a discrete Fourier transformation from f y to down range
followed by a discrete Fourier transformation from f x to cross range.

Over limited regions of the f-a plane, that is with a narrow angles approximation, a twodimensional Fourier Transform of the complex signal directed measured (the scattering
response G(f,a» over the limited region will produce the image of the object. But the
transform of the measured data from a large region in order to increase the resolution results
in degraded imagery.

The narrow angles approximation allows to write :
f y=2f1c
fx =2f. a/c
that makes: cosO ~ 1 and sinO ~ O.
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All the objects we measure are representation ofmulti~scatterers target. An expression of the
estimated image of a body represented by a group of scattering point can be written as follows
[15]:
g(x,y)=

LL G(f,(J)e-J2g(fxX+fyY)

(23)

8

f

now using the narrow angle approximation, the expression results:

O(x, Y) ::

L L G(f,
f

O)e-JZ;r((2f.8cIC)+(2fyIC))

(24)

8

When no approximation is done, that is, when the measured data in f~8 domain is transformed
in f x <=> f y domain and then it is applied a two-dimensional discrete Fourier Transformation,
the result is called the Focused Image. In this conversion, the polar domain determined by the
azimuth span angle (}sp and the range of frequencies (fmin <=> f max) is transformed in a
rectangular domain. The dimension of this rectangular contour is determined by the (f x <=> f y)
domain. The size of the cell sizes, in down range and cross range can be ca1culated from the
parameters (}sp and (fmin ,fmax)' See an illustration of the relation between the polar and
rectangular contours in figure 4.1:

f

Figure 4.1: B= fmax ~ f min . Polar and resulting rectangular contour.

When narrow angle approximation (Unfocused imaging) is done then the imaging process
only can be applied if the region of measurement is small, otherwise the resulting image present
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errors. In this case the mapping of the data points in the (f, 8) domain can be approximated
with a rectangular domain. (see figure 4.2, transformation off - e domain into (f x' f y)).

11\

tv
11\

2Bfc
f.

II
/

" 2fJ:).p/c

?

Figure 4.2: Mapping the measured data points into (fx' f y) domain.
This approximation eliminates the need for a specific conversion from (f, 8) to the (f x' f y)
domain. The process is reduced to the following Fourier transforms:
•
•

A discrete Fourier transformation from fto down range,
a discrete Fourier transformation from e to cross range.

All the information about Imaging is available in [15]. Interesting to see the analysis of error in
images found after the approximation in [10].

4.2 IMAGE OF SOME TARGETS COMPOSED BY MULTIPLE REFLECTING
POINTS
In order to have some theoretical references, some images corresponding to targets composed
by one or more reflecting points were computed using a program part of the software from
March Microwave, called RCSI9. This program calculates the RCS ofa defined target
composed by several reflecting points (maximum 8). Then with the RCS pattern it easy to
compute an image with program Image. Program Image calculates the image of an object from
the RCS measurement.

First the image of a single reflecting point situated in the origin of the coordinates system x-y
was calculated. See figure 4.3. It can be observed that the RCS pattern of a single reflecting
point is a constant line, a pattern completely plane in both dimensions, in aspect angle but also
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in frequency. The image according with the Fourier transformation of a constant signal is a
peak in two dimensions. Because the image is a representation of the target reflecting structure
in the real space domain, that is in cross range and down range, if the situation of the point was
in the origin, then the situation of the image has to be in the origin as well.
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Figure 4.3 : ReS as a function of rotation and corresponding image ofa single point reflector.
The second image composed was the image of a three spheres, one in the origin of the
coordinates system, and the others in ± O.5m in the x axis. A target with equal configuration
than the three spheres measured in our work. Figure 4.4 shows the ReS pattern and image of
that target. The ReS pattern is nearly equal to the ReS measured in far field in our laboratory.
It is not completely the same because in this pattern has not been included the interaction
between the spheres described in the others chapters. For an object consisting of a group of
point reflectors the response in f-9 domain (RCS) is the superposition of responses for single
reflectors, shifted in position and amplitude in accordance oflocation and magnitude of each
point. The superposition properties of Fourier transform provide the possibility to image each
individual point and make the posterior addition of sub-images to obtain the total image [15].
According to this principle found in [15] the interaction between the diverse point reflectors is
unimportant to make the images. Comparing the computed image and RCS of the three
spheres with the image and RCS in far field real measurement of the same target one can
realizes that are completely the same. The theory of independent points found in [15] has been
perfectly accomplished in the real measurement of the three spheres. The ReS pattern of the
real measurement includes all kind of interactions between the reflecting points. It should be
noticed that the differences between both measurements, computed and real, can be hardly
noticed. The effect of the interaction is not contributing too much in the RCS and image
construction, it will be only a problem in the correction process of a near field measurement.
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Figure 4.4: ReS computed pattern and Image of the three spheres.

Finally, the bar as the last example of objects containing multiple reflecting points. The bar can
be considered as a linear configuration of an infinite number of reflecting points. If the image
of three reflector points consist on three peaks, the image of a bar will be the superposition of
a infinite number of peaks, and that makes a linear image (see figure 4.5). The ReS depicted
on figure 4.5 is the perfect ideal sinxlx. The Fourier transform of a sinc is a constant limited
signal (step). Then the image of the sinc in two dimensions it has to be a constant signal in two
dimensions, as depicted in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 : ReS computed pattern and Image of the test bar.

4.3 IMAGING THE TARGETS IN FARINEAR FIELD MEASUREMENTS.
CORRECTED IMAGES.
The usefulness of the images is that they show exactly the position of the target on down and
cross range, if the ReS has been measured in far field or the near field has been well corrected.
The failure of the correction techniques would be important only in the case that the situation
of the image components in cross-down range is not exact. The correction of the ReS
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patterns has a consequence in the image. If the correction works well, the resulting image will
show the reflecting components in the right place, but if it does not work well, the image
components corresponding to that ReS contribution non well corrected will be misplaced. In
some cases this will not be a serious problem, but in practical identification of complex targets
can induce some errors.

4.3.1 THE CORRECTION PROCESS APPLIED TO NEAR FIELD SCATTERING OF THE
BAR

It has been shown in last section that the measurements of the bar in near field were perfectly
corrected, at least in the limited angular span. The image resulting of the correction process
applied on the near-field measurement gives a result exactly equal to the imaged far-field
measurement. (see figure 4.6). Even if the correction only applies in a limited angular region,
the image obtained is almost perfect. This shows that no interactions between different
scatterers of the bar are present. There is only direct reflected signal contribution present in
the image.
...r----------,o.

A) Image of the test bar measured
in near field
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Figure 4.6. a) : Image of the bar measured in the near field. b) Image of the bar measured in
the far field. H-H polarization.
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Figure 4.6.c): Image of the corrected near field bar measurement in H-H polarization.

4.3.2 THE CORRECTION PROCESS OF THE SPHERES REFLECTED ON IMAGE
CONSTRUCTING
As indicated in the last section, the correction applied on the sphere measurement does not
work properly. The interaction between scatterers contributing in the ReS pattern will not be
well corrected, only the direct signal will be. The effect of this in the imaging process will be
as follows:
The direct signal is represented in the image as the three main peaks aligned in cross range.
The interaction between scatterers will be the other signal around these peaks.
In the far field image there are only the three main peaks, representing the three spheres,
aligned in cross range and situated in ± O.Sm, just in the position of the spheres. In the near
field image the peaks representing the direct reflected radiation are also in ± O.5m in cross
range, but they are not aligned, they are situated in a circular line. They are slightly misplaced
from the original position. This is the effect of the curve wave in the imaging process. This
effect can be better appreciated in the contour plot of the images.

It can be seen in figure 4.7 that there has been a process of correction in the measurement, but
only these three main peaks have been corrected properly. The other signal around the three
peaks corresponding to the interactions has not been well corrected. In the contour plot of the
image corresponding to the corrected near field measurement it can be seen that the three main
lobes are again aligned, but there is still a considerable amount of unwanted signal. In figure
4.8 it is depicted the image contour plot of the three spheres measured in near field in far field
and the image of the corrected pattern form near to far field response. In these images it is
easy to observe the non alignment of the peaks in near field and the alignment after the
correction and in the far field picture. But it is also possible to see all the signal that remains in
the image of the corrected pattern that is not present in the far field image.

Ifin the measurement of the three spheres there is a lot of unwanted signal and only the direct
signal is corrected is not extremely important when the target has to be identified because is a
very simple target. But this effects of bad corrections in complex targets can be more
dangerous. When complex targets or real targets are in a process of identification it is very
important to take into account all the reflected signal. In those targets also the reflection
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coming from interactions has to be taken into account to identifY them. If similar targets, like
for instance airplanes, are illuminated in the near field and the pattern cannot be perfectly
corrected some details can give a wrong identification. It will be identified like an airplane, but
normally the identification has to go further than those appreciations.
The perfect correction of the near field images would provide us with a new tool for
identifYing targets using near field ranges. At the moment it is not possible to carry out a
perfect correction for all kind of targets but research about the correction techniques and
calculation of errors should improve these techniques.
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Figure 4.8: In A) the traced line demonstrates that the three peak are slightly deviated from
the true position. The corrected position is depicted in B) where the three spheres are in a
straight line position. C) depicts the image of the far field measurement. The alignment of the
direct reflection peaks is also depicted.

4.3.3 THE CORRECTION PROCESS OF THE 11fREE DIHEDRAL REFLECTORS
REFLECTED ON IMAGING CONSTRUCTING
As shown in the last chapter, the configuration of the three smal1 dihedrals target allows a
perfect correction process due to the almost plane wave incident in the dihedrals even in near
field measurement. We will assume that the curve wave incident in the aperture of the small
dihedrals will be approximated by a plane wave. With these assumptions the image of the near
field measurement should be almost equal to the image of the near field measurement. It is
expected that the correction process should work perfectly.
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In figure 4.9 the three images corresponding with the far field, near field images and the image
of the corrected near field measurement are presented. The three dihedral reflectors can be
considered as a three reflecting points because they are relatively small compared with the
wavelength. Because of this, the correction will be almost perfect. The ratio of the wave
curvature is so large that the image obtained becomes three reflecting points situated in a
linear configuration. The far field image shows the perfect situation of the reflectors in cross
and down range. It also shows some small signal in the back and in the front of the main peaks
corresponding to the back scattering, the double bounce effect of the dihedrals and a very low
signal from the diffraction on the edges. But these signals have a low level.
The alignment of the three scatterers is perfect in the far field image, and in the image of the
corrected near field measurement as well. The situation of the points is almost perfect and
identical in both images . Some signal is not received in the near field measurement, however,
the image of the reconstructed near field measurement can be considered almost perfect
because the signal level corresponding to the comer shape is so low that the only reflection
really important in the reconstruction of the image is the diffraction on the comer edge which
produces the big peaks in the image. It is interesting to compare the image of the dihedrals
with the image of the spheres. Both images are really close. Both of them represent three
points. The main difference is the level of scattered signal in the dihedrals is much bigger. But
the images are nearly the same.
A) Image of the three small
dihedrals measured in near
field

B) Image of the three small dihedrals
measured in far field
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Figure 4.9 a) b) : Images of the three small dihedrals measured in near and far field. H-H
polarization.
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Figure 4.9 c): Image of the three small dihedrals corrected near field measurement in H-H
polarization.
In figure 4.10 the contour plot of the three images depicted above are given. In them it is
clearly seen the perfect alignment of the main peaks, and that the image has been constructed
basically with these peaks. The level of the other signal is low enough to consider the image as
a three reflecting points.
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Figure 4.10: In A) is depicted the near field image. In B) the image corresponding to the
corrected near field measurement. In C) it is illustrated the contour plot of the far field image.
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4.3.4 THE CORRECTION PROCESS OF THE LARGE DIHEDRALS REFLECTED ON
IMAGE CONSTRUCTING

The image oflarge dihedral reflector shows perfectly all the effects contributing in the ReS
results and those effects analyzed using G_ 0 method in the last chapter . The dihedral image in
far field indicates the diffraction effects on the external plate edges, the diffiaction in the
comer edge and the signal coming from the double bounce effect and the mirror reflection as a
vertical line of signal in the center of the cross range .
In figure 4.11 are depicted the images of the big dihedral measured in near and far field, and
the image of the corrected near field measurement. The effects of unsatisfactory corrections
are clear in the images. There are differences between the near field image and the corrected
image. In figure 4.12 a) are depicted the contour plots of the near field images, and in figure
4. 12b) is depicted the far field contour image. It can be clearly seen the contributions
represented in the image and the failure of the correction. A lot of signal which is present in the
far field image is not present in the near field image and in the corrected image neither. These is
the effect of the energy loss when a single probe is used for a measurement. Only the main
peaks representing the diffiaction on the edges are always present. The peaks after the
correction are even worse and some signal in the center of the cross range has been
recuperated but not all of it. It cannot be assumed that the curve wave is almost plane in the
aperture of the large comer because it is too large, so the preference of small comers to obtain
well corrected patterns is clear. These comers have been more useful in radar research and
real radar works, however the possibility to use small comer reflectors which can be properly
corrected could be taken into account for posterior uses.
Because the correction process in the large dihedral does not give the desired image, in a
process of complicated targets identification it could induce some errors. This is a prove that
for complicated targets with some big multi-scatterers subtargets, like airplanes, for instance,
the measurement of this in near field will induce wrong images after the correction. The
process of identification will be certainly affected. But in another kind oftargets composed by
only small reflecting points, even if they produce interaction, the correction process could give
nearly good images.

A) Image of the big dihedral measured
in near field
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B) Image of the big dihedral measured
in far field
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Figure 4.11 : Images of the large dihedral reflector measured in near and far field H-H
polarization. The corrected near field image in c).
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4.3.5 CORRECTION PROCESS APPLIED TO NEAR FIELD SCATTERING FROM 80 AND
100 DEGREES DIHEDRAL REFLECTORS
Figure 4.13 shows both far field images with the corresponding contour plots. The images
have some differences with the case of the comer reflector. The levels are also different
because the 80' dihedral reflects more energy to the compact range than the 100 dihedral.
The position of the diffracting points which define the dihedral shape is completely correct.
Dihedrals with angles greater or smaller than 90 degrees can be used occasionally to reduce
RCS levels or to reduce the double bounce effect. The reduction is generated basically in the
center of the angle range. The resulting images of these dihedrals, specially the 100 dihedral
image, do not differ to much from the 90 dihedral image. Consequently, it has been obtained
an image close to the 90 dihedral image but with a considerable reduction in the double
bounce effect.
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Figure 4.13: The far-field image and its contour plot of the 100
and its contour plot of the 80 dihedral (below).

0

dihedral (top). The image

0

In figure 4.14 the images and the corresponding contours of the near field and corrected near
field 80 dihedral measurements are given.
0

In the mentioned corrected image, specially in the contour plot slight irregularities can be
observed in the location of several points, for instances the points corresponding to the edges
diffraction. One has a position slightly higher than the other and the effect of the curve wave is
not completely solved. The differences between the far field image and the corrected near field
image are too important to consider that this kind of correction does not apply in these targets.
It is easy to see in the picture 4.14 how disturbed is the near field image is and how the
correction approximates it to the far field image. In the contour plot of the near field image still
can be noticed the points corresponding to the edge diffraction, but the signal corresponding to
the double reflection effect (the central signal) appears completely disturbed.
Also can be noticed looking to the contour plot how the peaks in the back side of the image
have not been well reconstructed in the corrected image.
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Figure 4.14: The image and its contour plot of the near field measurement below, and
corrected near field from the measured 80' dihedral above.

In figure 4.15 the images and corresponding contours of the near field 100' dihedral
measurements. Some considerations given above for the 80 dihedral can be also applied to
the 100· dihedral. The supposed independence between the mirror reflection signal and the
double reflection does not exists. In thin case can be more understandable because the level in
the range of -35· to +35· of the far field RCS is higher and the separation of both
contributions is not so clear. Comparing both images of the 100· dihedral, the far field image
and the corrected near field image, can be noticed that the shape of the figure has recuperated
some structure, but the are stilI some failures in the correct location of the points. Looking
again to the points representing the edges diffraction their location in the far field image and in
the corrected near field image are slightly different.
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Figure 4.15: Images and its contour plot of the dihedral measured in near field and the
corrected near field.

4.4 IMAGE GATING
The imaging techniques [10] described in the previous section can be used to analyze the
RCS of target signatures. Another step to the target evaluations of target scattering
mechanisms is the image gating technique. Image gating can be used to isolate arbitrary image
responses and to determine the influence of a part of the target on the overall RCS.
All the simulated and measured frequency response transformed by Fourier transformation will
give the time domain responses. Gating is using a filter in time domain, that is multiplying the
time domain function by a gate function. The equivalent to a multiplication of functions in
frequency domain is the convolution of both frequency functions (see figure 4.16). This is the
fastest way to obtain a gated frequency domain function, first transforming into time domain,
multiplying by the gate, and transforming the gated time function to frequency domain. A
window function is often used in frequency domain in order to reduce the sidelobes in time
domain. Then the result of gating the windowed time-domain response is not the desired
function (see figure 4.17). If a window is applied to the measured frequency response, gating
cannot be performed in the time domain but must be done in frequency domain.
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of gating in time domain.
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(FFl)
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~

gating

"""'<0=-----

F....(t)=(F(t)·W(t».G(t)

Figure 4.17 :Illustration of the effect of the window in frequency domain.

Program IMGATE integrated in MARCH MICROWAVE software can be applied to perform
image gating. The procedure is as follows:
•
•
•

The gate specifications on down and cross range are entered and the a Fourier
transformation is applied to the gate to have it in function of space frequencies.
Then a convolution between the gate and the RCS corresponding to the image is
performed.
The result of that convolution will be transformed again to get the gated image.
(see figure 4.18)
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Gate spacification in Image

focused RCS
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\

Fourier transform
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I
convolution with focused RCS

gated ReS and 2-D FFT to obtain
the gated image

F(f,e) gated RCS

F...,(x,y)

Figure 4.18: Optimized procedure to gate an image.

4.4.1 THE IMAGE GATING APPLIED TO THE REAL MEASURFMENT

The image gating provides tools to recognize all the different contributions on an image and
to know how a part of that object is participating in the response. The measurements of the
three targets used in our work were gated in image in order to demonstrate in a different way
all the principles described in previous chapters.
4.4.1.1 GATING THE IMAGE OF THE THREE SPHERES

As described in the previous chapter the three spheres generate a very strong interaction
between them which disturbs seriously the correction process of the near field measurement.
That interaction between different scatterers will impede the complete correction of the near
field measurement. When a theoretical response of a target composed of several scattering
points is computed without taking into account the interaction all the single points responses
are added in order to obtain the total response. In that case, if a gate in cross-down range is
applied to isolate the response of one of these points, the result would be the response of a
single reflecting point. But in a real measurement that is not so clear. By gating the near field
response of the three spheres we will see that the sub-image corresponding to an isolated
point is not perfectly plane. Consequently, this will not be the response of several single points
added in phase and amplitude. See in figure 4.19 the peak corresponding to the sphere
positioned at -O.5m in cross range and the peak corresponding to the centered sphere gated, in
corrected near field. The sphere on the center is the one which generates more interaction
because reflects the energy coming from both sides. This is reflected in the central image,
which is more wider but specially in the ReS which is not plane at all. The image
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corresponding to the lefted sphere will generate a more plane individual RCS compared with
the centered one, but the non planarity of the resulting individual ReS demonstrates that the
correction fails. In figure 4.20 it is depicted the isolated images and corresponding RCS of the
left positioned and centered sphere in far field response.
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Figure 4.19: Gated images and corresponding RCS of the centered sphere and the one at
-O.Sm. Corrected near field.

It can be observed in figure 4.20 that when a peak in the far field image of the three spheres is
gated the resulting RCS of processing the isolated image is almost uniform. In far field the
response of each sphere is much higher than the interaction, and the measured response can be
interpreted like an addition of three single responses. But in near field some rescattered energy
is lost, and the gated images, even after correction, do not give simple sphere responses. The
non corrected interaction generates errors in the responses of the isolated sphere images. The
assumption that the interactions do not affect the total response in the addition of three single
responses cannot be extended to the near field response.
The azimuth span is very small because is the range angle in which every sphere has been
detected in the total measurement.
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in far field.

4.4.1.2 GATING THE IMAGE OF THE THREE SMALL DIHEDRALS MEASUREMENT

It has been shown previously that the measurement of the three dihedrals did not present so
much interaction than in the spheres case. However, the interpretation of the results in more
difficult because the ReS pattern of a dihedral is broad, and the range of angles in which each
dihedral has been measured in quite small. The isolation of one sub-image corresponding to a
one dihedral only will generate a small portion of the total dihedral ReS. In this case it will be
difficult to decide if the correction is good enough or is not. Although not all the pattern will
be viewed, another interpretation can be presented:

- We considered the three dihedrals as a simple reflecting points because the aperture was
small in terms of wavelength and the interactions considered unimportant. The curve wave had
almost no effect on the near field measurement and the consequence was that the correction
should work much better than in the spheres case. It can be seen in figure 4.21 the result of
gating one single dihedral image in far field and near field. Only one side has been studied
because the interaction is so unimportant that the image of the centered one is the same as the
dihedral images situated on the sides.
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Figure 4.21: Isolation of one single small dihedral reflector in a far field image (top) and near
field image below.
The resulting ReS of the gated images is almost perfectly constant in both cases, (far field and
near field). Interpreting the dihedrals as a reflecting points, the result is quite good in terms of
how plane are the ReS of the isolated images. Interpreting like a simple dihedrals, both ReS
patterns are very close to each other. The similarity of both patterns proves that the result of
the correction is very close to the far field measurement. In this case the possibility to consider
the total response and image as an addition of different single responses or single images is
more clear than in the case of the spheres.

4.4.1.3 GATING THE IMAGE OF THE LARGE DmEDRAL REFLECTOR

It was proved in previous chapters that the different contributions that formed the dihedral
near field response could not be separated and corrected apart because the result of the
addition would not be the same as in the far field. The interaction between reflecting points is
the strongest in the cases analyzed. In the dihedral measurement the direct rays from mirror
reflection, the double bounce effect and another contributions cannot be separated. In this
section a gate procedure has been performed in order to isolate
one of the peaks in the dihedral image, the one in the approximated position of -0.45m in
cross range and -O.2m in down range. If this contribution is isolated and was independent of
the other contributions then the resulting ReS of the isolated peak in both cases, far field
image and corrected near field image, should be identical. In figure 4.22 both images are
123

depicted with the corresponding Res pattern. It is observed that both responses are
completely different. The gated peak in the far field measurement shows an determinate ReS
pattern. But the isolated peak in corrected near field does not show a corrected Res of that
determinate contribution, because is very far from the straight line represented in far field.
The separation of different sub-images corresponding to different contributions only works
when the interaction between scatterers is not important. In the case of the dihedral the
isolation of one peak does not means the isolation of one contribution, otherwise the
correction should show also a corrected Res pattern. Several contributions can form the peak
and the correction is applied to the hole response and consequently to the hole image. This
notion can be extended to explain why the ReS pattern does not present a perfectly corrected
sinc in the angular position of ± 45 At that position a sinc from the direct plate reflection
and the broad central signal from the double bounce effect are added to form the dihedral ReS
shape. If the contributions could be separated for corrections, then after the extrapolation
process of the near field we should obtain a perfectly corrected sinc at that position because it
was demonstrated that the corrected pattern of a flat plate is a sinc.
But the measurements do not show this. The correction does not work properly and does not
give a corrected sinxlx in the ± 45 region.
0

•

0

The last experiment performed with the software used in our studies, and in order to give
definitive arguments about the non separability of the diffraction reflected in the images
measurements in limited angular span.
The measurement of the dihedral was limited between ± 30 The direct reflection in the flat
plates will not be received in that way. The corresponding image was calculated and one of the
peaks corresponding to the diffraction effect where isolated. The result of the corresponding
Res of that isolated peak in far field and corrected near field are depicted in figure 4.23. The
peak corresponding to the near field image still gives an erroneous correction. The ReS in
corrected near field gives something different to what it should be. Although the direct
reflection is not received in this measurement there is still something that is disturbing the
correction process. The peak is not only formed by the diffraction effect. There is another
contribution participating in the formation of that part of the image that cannot be corrected,
and the resulting ReS of the gated image in corrected near field is completely wrong. The
different contributions of one measurement cannot be separated, if one of them gives a wrong
correction then the result of the total extrapolation will not reproduce the shape of the far
field result. See figure 4.23.
0
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corrected near field image.
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Figure 4.23: The far field image of the measurement between ± 30· (top). In the middle the
isolated peak of the dihedral far field image with the corresponding RCS. Below, the isolated
peak of the corrected near field image with its RCS.
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The peaks present the same shape and the same ReS when they are gated from both far field
measurements, between ± 30· and ± 90· . When the measurement is done only between
± 30· then the mirror reflection is not received. But the response of that peak keeps the same
shape. We have results enough to be sure that the double reflection is contributing in that part
of the imaging and because it cannot be corrected properly [2] then the results in both
corrected near field images are giving erroneous data.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis we have studied the scattering properties of various targets under two different
measurement conditions, i.e. in the near field and far field. Furthermore, near field!far field
transformation has been applied to measured data and the results have been compared with
measurements carried out in the far field.
In case of targets where the specular reflections characterize the scattering behavior dominantly,
near field!far field transformation will provide accurate results which are in a good agreement
with those measured in the far field. This class of targets does not create bistatic components
which need to be included in the transformation algorithm. The scattering from these targets can
be also described in terms of PO.
Other targets can include bistatic components which may cause serious errors when near field/ far
field transformation is applied. The latter is due to the fact that essential information is missing in
the near field measured data because only one component is received at certain location. All other
(bistatic) components are not received although they are a part of the total ReS data. As an
example, large comer reflectors belong to this category. These reflectors present a clear failure of
the correction process. Even when the most important part of the bistatic components is
eliminated by opening or closing the aperture of the dihedral reflector to 80 or 100 degrees, the
correction will show serious errors when compared to far field situation. Several multi scattering
targets have been analyzed and it has been proved that when the multi interaction between the
target components is high, the corrected pattern deviates from the far field pattern. In case of an
aligned group of spheres there is also a considerable bistatic component present which causes
errors in the near field! far field transformation. In case of a group of small dihedral reflectors,
where the effect of the wave curvature is not less important and the interaction is minor, the errors
in the transformation are considerably less than in the case of the spheres.
In order to visualize those effects, ISAR imaging has been applied to most data. It has been
observed that scattering which includes bistatic effects will show a seriously disturbed ISAR image
when compared to those obtained in the far field.
The near field / far field transformation algorithm is a convolution process between the
uncorrected data and the set of coefficients. The set of coefficients calculated to correct near field
measurements can be too wide (in angular domain) if the distance between the source and the
target is too short. That can cause some errors in the obtaining of the corrected pattern,
especially in clas of targets which include multicomponents scattering. When the distance between
the target and the source is increased the set of coefficients will get narrower and the correction
better.
Finally, using single plane collimating devices allows the near field/far field transformation in one
dimension only. This is because the original spherical wavefront has been transformed to a
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cylindrical wavefront. This means that this technique can be applied directly to the class of targets
which can be described in terms of PO. The corresponding ReS will be transformed correctly to
the far field including calibrated pattern levels.
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APPENDIX 1: Simulated near field comer reflector ReS values with program ray without
antenna beam effect.
angles in radians

scattered field in linear values

0.000000000000000
0.001736287606761
0.015707499980927
0.001732014024441
0.031414999961853
0.001667061958519
0.047122499942780
0.001394138632794
0.062829999923706
0.000731429195384
0.078537499904633 3.532132480668146D-004
0.094244999885559
0.001450122934363
0.109952499866486
0.000868363311620
0.125659999847412
0.000868363311620
0.141367499828339
0.000868363311620
0.157074999809265
0.000868363311620
0.172782499790192
0.000868363311620
0.188489999771118
0.000868363311620
0.204197499752045
0.000868363311620
0.219904999732971
0.000868363311620
0.235612499713898
0.000868363311620
0.251319999694824
0.000868363311620
0.267027499675751
0.000868363311620
0.282734999656677
0.000868363311620
0.298442499637604
0.000868363311620
0.314149999618530
0.000868363311620
0.329857499599457
0.000868363311620
0.345564999580383
0.000868363311620
0.361272499561310
0.000868363311620
0.376979999542236
0.000868363311620
0.392687499523163
0.000868363311620
0.408394999504089
0.000868363311620
0.424102499485016
0.000868363311620
0.439809999465942
0.000868363311620
0.455517499446869
0.000868363311620
0.471224999427795
0.000868363311620
0.486932499408722
0.000868363311620
0.502639999389648
0.000868363311620
0.518347499370575
0.000868363311620
0.534054999351502
0.000868363311620
0.549762499332428
0.000868363311620
0.565469999313354
0.000868363311620
0.581177499294281
0.000868363311620
0.596884999275208
0.000868363311620
0.612592499256134
0.000868363311620
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0.628299999237061
0.644007499217987
0.659714999198914
0.675422499179840
0.691129999160766
0.706837499141693
0.722544999122620
0.738252499103546
0.753959999084473
0.769667499065399
0.785374999046326
0.801082499027252
0.816789999008179
0.832497498989105
0.848204998970032
0.863912498950958
0.879619998931885
0.895327498912811
0.911034998893738
0.926742498874664
0.942449998855591
0.958157498836517
0.973864998817444
0.989572498798370
1.005279998779297
1.020987498760223
1.036694998741150
1.052402498722077
1.068109998703003
1.083817498683929
1.099524998664856
1.115232498645782
1.130939998626709
1.146647498607635
1.162354998588562
1.178062498569488
1.193769998550415
1.209477498531342
1.225184998512268
1.240892498493194
1.256599998474121
1.272307498455048
1.288014998435974
1.303722498416900
1.319429998397827

0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
Q000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
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1.335137498378754
0.000868363311620
1.350844998359680
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
1.366552498340607
1.382259998321533
0.000868363311620
1.397967498302460
0.000868363311620
1.413674998283386
0.000868363311620
1.429382498264313
0.000868363311620
1.445089998245240
0.000868363311620
1.460797498226166
0.000868363311620
1.476504998207092
0.001452537497775
1.492212498188019 3.567786261524154D-004
1.507919998168945
0.000728786890345
1.523627498149872
0.001392835597239
1.539334998130798
0.001666654203135
1.555042498111725
0.001731962766967
1.570749998092651
0.001736287607693

Simulated near field corner reflector ReS values with program ray with antenna beam effect.

0.000000000000000
0.001736287606761
0.015707499980927
0.001730306403336
0.031414999961853
0.001660508739818
0.047122499942780
0.001381901313616
0.062829999923706
0.000720533548091
0.078537499904633 3.474512141394828D-004
0.094244999885559
0.001400868033075
0.109952499866486
0.000868363311620
0.125659999847412
0.000868363311620
0.141367499828339
0.000868363311620
0.157074999809265
0.000868363311620
0.172782499790192
0.000868363311620
0.188489999771118
0.000868363311620
0.204197499752045
0.000868363311620
0.219904999732971
0.000868363311620
0.235612499713898
0.000868363311620
0.251319999694824
0.000868363311620
0.267027499675751
0.000868363311620
0.282734999656677
0.000868363311620
0.298442499637604
0.000868363311620 .
0.314149999618530
0.000868363311620
0.329857499599457
0.000868363311620
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0.345564999580383
0.361272499561310
0.376979999542236
0.392687499523163
0.408394999504089
0.424102499485016
0.439809999465942
0.455517499446869
0.471224999427795
0.486932499408722
0.502639999389648
0.518347499370575
0.534054999351502
0.549762499332428
0.565469999313354
0.581177499294281
0.596884999275208
0.612592499256134
0.628299999237061
0.644007499217987
0.659714999198914
0.675422499179840
0.691129999160766
0.706837499141693
0.722544999122620
0.738252499103546
0.753959999084473
0.769667499065399
0.785374999046326
0.801082499027252
0.816789999008179
0.832497498989105
0.848204998970032
0.863912498950958
0.879619998931885
0.895327498912811
0.911034998893738
0.926742498874664
0.942449998855591
0.958157498836517
0.973864998817444
0.989572498798370
1.005279998779297
1.020987498760223
1.036694998741150

0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
0.000868363311620
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1.052402498722077
0.000868363311620
1.068109998703003
0.000868363311620
1.083817498683929
0.000868363311620
1.099524998664856
0.000868363311620
1.115232498645782
0.000868363311620
1.130939998626709
0.000868363311620
1.146647498607635
0.000868363311620
1.162354998588562
0.000868363311620
1.178062498569488
0.000868363311620
1.193769998550415
0.000868363311620
1.209477498531342
0.000868363311620
1.225184998512268
0.000868363311620
1.240892498493194
0.000868363311620
1.256599998474121
0.000868363311620
1.272307498455048
0.000868363311620
1.288014998435974
0.000868363311620
1.303722498416900
0.000868363311620
1.319429998397827
0.000868363311620
1.335137498378754
0.000868363311620
1.3 508449983 59680
0.000868363311620
1.366552498340607
0.000868363311620
1.382259998321533
0.000868363311620
1.397967498302460
0.000868363311620
1.413674998283386
0.000868363311620
1.429382498264313
0.000868363311620
1.445089998245240
0.000868363311620
1.460797498226166
0.000868363311620
1.476504998207092
0.001403195973924
1.492212498188019 3.509016956148898D-004
1.507919998168945
0.000717934828682
1.523627498149872
0.001380609914968
1.539334998130798
0.001660102600259
1.555042498111725
0.001730255197080
1.570749998092651
0.001736287607693
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APPENDIX 2: FORTRAN codes of the programs ray, ray80, rayl00 and cosn

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

program ray. Simulation of the dihedral reflector near fiel ReS
double precision radius,lengthl,length2,xs,ys,phi,k,
&
xmax,ymax,pi,lambda
complex* 16 field,j
integer phi step
real fl,f2
*****************************************************************
radius: length of comer reflected ray
xmax: length of mirror along x-axis
ymax: length of mirror along y-axis
xs: x-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
ys: y-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
lambda: wavelength
k: wave number
length 1: length of single reflected ray
lenght2: length of comer reflection
field: electric field in theta direction
*****************************************************************
radius=5.5DO
xmax=0.6DO
ymax=O.6DO
pi=3.1415
lambda=0.03DO
k=2.0*pillambda
length2=radius
open(3 ,FILE='field. res')
j=DCMPLX(O.ODO, I. ODO)
DO 10 phistep=O, 100
phi=(phistep/l 00.DO)*pil2.DO
xs=radius*cos(phi)
ys=radius *sin(phi)
IF «ys.LE.ymax).AND.(xs.GT.xmax» THEN
length 1=xs
ELSEIF «xs.LE.xmax).AND.(ys.GT.ymax» THEN
length 1=ys
ELSE
length 1=10000 .DO
ENDIF
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fl =(cos(phi»* * 16

f2=(cos«pil2)-phi»**16
IF «ys.LE.ymax).AND.(xs.GT.xmax» THEN
field=CDEXP(-j *k*(length 1»*
& (IIG*k*lengthl)+ 1/(j *k*length 1)**2)+
&
fl *CDEXP(-j*k*(length2»*
& (l/(j*k*length2)+ lIG *k*length2)* *2)
ELSEIF «xs.LE.xmax).AND.(ys.GT.ymax» THEN
field=CDEXP(-j *k*(length 1»*
& (1I(j*k*length1)+ lIG*k*length1 )**2)+
& f2*CDEXP(-j*k*(length2»*
& (1/G*k*length2)+ 1/(j*k*length2)**2)
ELSE
field=CD EXP(-j *k* (length 1»*
& (lI(j*k*length 1)+ I/G*k*length 1)* *2)+
& CDEXP(-j*k*(length2»*
& (lIG*k*length2)+ IIG *k*length2)* *2)
ENDIF
write(6, *) phi,' t,20*log 1O(cdabs(field»
write(3, *) phi,' ',20* log lO(cdabs(field»
10

CONTINUE

close(3)
end

program raylOO. Simulation of the 100 dihedral reflector near field RCS
double precision radius,length 1,length2,xs,ys,phi,k,
&
xmax,ymax,pi,lambda
complex* 16 field,j
real m1,m2,x,y,a,b,R,px,py,t,phistep

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

*****************************************************************
radius: length of corner reflected ray
xmax: length of mirror along x-axis
ymax: length of mirror along y-axis
xs: x-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
ys: y-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
lambda: wavelength
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c
c
c
c
c
c

k: wave number
length 1: length of single reflected ray
lenght2: length of comer reflection
field: electric field in theta direction
*****************************************************************
radius=5.5DO
R=radius
xmax=0.6DO
ymax= 1.540248DO
ymin=O.95506DO
pi=3.1415
lambda=0.03DO
k=2.0*pillambda
length2=radius
open(3 ,FILE='field. res')
j=DCMPLX(0.ODO,I.0DO)
DO 10 phistep=ll.l1,lOO
phi=(phistepl1 00.DO)*pi/2.DO
xs=radius*cos(phi)
ys=radius*sin(phi)
IF «ys.LE.ymax).AND.(ys.GT.yrnin).AND.(xs.GT.xmax» THEN
px=xs
py=ys
ml=-R*sin(0.61111 *pi-phi)
m2=R*cos(0.61111 *pi-phi)
t=«-0.1763*py)-px)l(px-ml+(0.1763*(py-m2»)
x=px+(t*(px-ml»
y=py+(t*(py-m2»
a=px-x
b=py-y
length 1=sqrt«a* *2)+(b **2»
ELSEIF «xs.LE.xmax).AND.(ys.GT.ymax» THEN
length 1=ys
ELSE
length 1= 1OOOO.DO
ENDIF
field=CDEXP(-j*k*(1engthl»*
& (lIG*k*lengthl)+lIG*k*lengthl)**2)+
&
CDEXP(-j*k*(length2»*O*
& (IIG*k*length2)+ IIG*k*length2)**2)
write(6, *) phi,' ',cdabs(field)
write(3, *) phi,' ',cdabs(field)
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10

CONTINUE
close(3)
end

program ray80. Simulation of the 80 dihedral reflector near field RCS
double precision radius,lengthl,length2,xs,ys,phi,k,
&
xmax,ymax,pi,lambda,xmin,ymin
complex* 16 field,j
real phi step
real xl,x2,yI,y2,rl,r2,r3,length,t2,t3,tl,R,x,y,ml,m2

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

*****************************************************************
radius: length of comer reflected ray
xmax: length of mirror along x-axis
ymax: length of mirror along y-axis
xs: x-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
ys: y-coordinate of dipole source (source in z-direction)
lambda: wavelength
k: wave number
length 1: length of single reflected ray
lenght2: length of comer reflection
field: electric field in theta direction

*****************************************************************
radius=0.20IDO
xmax=0.6DO
R=radius
ymax=0.59088DO
xmin=0.1041DO
ymin=0.10242DO
pi=3.1415
lambda=0.03DO
k=2.0*pillambda

open(3,FILE='field.res')
j=DCMPLX(O.ODO, I .ODO)
DO 10 phistep=-22.222, 100
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phi=(phistepll 00.DO)*pi/2.DO
xs=radius* cos(phi)
ys=radius*sin(phi)
px=xs
py=ys
m1=-R*sin«0.3888888*pi)-phi)
m2=R*cos((0.3 888888*pi)-phi)
tl=«px*5.67128)-py)/(py-m2+(5.67128*(m1-px»)
x=px+(tl *(px-m 1»
y=py+(tl *(py-m2»
IF «y.LE.ymax).AND.(xs.GT.xmax).AND.(y.GT.ymin» THEN
length=sqrt«(px-x) **2)+«py-y) **2»
length 1=length
ELSEIF «xs.LE.xmax).AND.(ys.GT.ymax).AND.(xs.GT.xmin» THEN
length1=ys
ELSE
length 1= 10000.DO
ENDIF
t2=-py/(py+m2)
a=«-O.17627*py)-px)
b=px-ml
c=(py+m2) *0. 17627
d=px-m1
t3=(alb)/(1 +(c/d»
x2=px+(t2*(px-ml»
y2=-py+(t2*(-py-m2»
xl =px+(t3*(px-ml»
y1 =-py+(t3 *(-py-m2»
IF «x2.LE.0.6).AND.(yl.LE.0.5908).AND.(xl.LE.0.6)
& .AND.(y2.LE.0.5908» THEN
rl =sqrt«(px-xl )**2)+«py-yl )**2»
r2=sqrt«(x2-xl )**2)+«y2-yl )**2»
r3=sqrt«(x2-px)**2)+«y2-py)**2»
length2=r1 +r2+r3
ELSE
length2= 1OOOODO
ENDIF
field=CDEXP(-j*k*(lengthl»*
& (l/(j*k*length 1)+ 1I(j *k* length 1)* *2)+
&
CDEXP(-j*k*(length2»*
& (1I(j* k*length2)+ 1I(j*k*length2)**2)
write(6, *) phi,' ',cdabs(field)
write(3, *) phi: ',cdabs(field)
10 CONTINUE
close(3)
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end

o

program cosn. Simulation of the antenna radiation pattern used.
real x,f,pi
real n
******************************************************************************
***************
the program calculates the function (cosx) elevated to n
******************************************************************************
***************
pi=3.141S9

open (3, file='funct.res')
write(*.*) 'enter the value ofn'
read (*.*) n
do s= -100,100
x=(s/100)*pi/2
f=(cos(x»**n
write (6, *) x, ' , , f
write (3,*) x, , , ,f
enddo
close(3)
end
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